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ABSTRACT 

The genus CyckfeIIa is one of the most important components of the planldic 

diatom community Ri the majorÏty d lakes in Canada, especl-aIly those on the 

Canadian Shield and in the Arctic. Many speci of this genus exhibit a high 

degree of morphological variabilii. Populations of the CycJotella 

bodanicMadiosa cornplex difier conskîerably fiom each other as well as from 

the described type species and varieties. This has placed their classification into 

a state of flux so that their use as indicator organisms in limnology, paleoecology 

anâior paleodimatology is IimW. The major source of morphological variability 

could be relateci to sue changes or allometry during ontogeny with a very weak 

relationship to a parücular environmental condiüon. This study considered 

seasonality, ontogeny and alkmetry in several populations of the Cyclotella 

bodanicahadi~ cornplex: the seasonality was studied over several degrees of 

latitude ranging from temperate regions to the Arctic; ske regeneration (via 

auxospore production) was monbred under fie# and laboratory conditions; and 

changes in alkmetry were measureâ using a morphometric analysis of features 

used as "species distinguishing charaders" induding those from type material 

(actual or liierature values). The majority of morphological variation could be 

attributed to allometric changes during ontogeny and no single charader or any 

of the traditionally used taxonornic features separated the populations. The 

morphotypes describeci as species and varieties m i n  the complex Cyclotellla 

bodanic&adiosa must be considem! synonyrns as îhey can not be 

distinguished consistently and persistently from each othw using ordinary 

means ( in this case LM and SEM). 
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CHAPTER I 

Introduction 

Diatoms are tiny photosyntheüc œlls with omate ceIl walh composed of 

opaline silica. They have been estimated to be responsible for approximately 114 

of the worlds primary production ( Werner 1977) and they are the primary food 

for many zooplankton. aquatic insed lanrae and fish. 

Diatoms are unique in that they are the only oganisms that decrease in 

sue as they grow older. Sire reduction occurs during vegetative grow and sue 

regeneration occurs after sexual reproduction and subseguent auxospore 

formation. Morphologid changes occur as a rasuit of allometry this size 

reduction process. 

Due to the siliceous nature of theii vaives, diatoms presewe well in most 

sedirnents and have a history of use as paleolimnological indicator taxa providing 

a historic record of diatom community changes over the life time of a lake. The 

species present have ben used to indicate historic events in the history of lakes 

such as lake level fluctuations, acidification, dimate change etc. 

Of the two major groups of diatoms (œntrics and pennates). the œntric 

diatoms are offen dominant components of the diatom plankton in many lakes in 

the north temperate regions of the worid. In Canada. speci*mens in the 

Cyclotella bodanicdmdiosa cornplex are particulariy important in oligo- 

mesotrophic lakes of the Canadian Shield and dominate the sediment 

assemblage of most of these lakes. During a study of extant populations of 
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centtic diatoms from lakes situateci in north central Canada, it became apparent 

that a pmblem existed in dassifying specimens h m  the CrcJoteIIa 

bodanic&adi;Osa complex. Kling and H8kanssan (1988) shawcd that thete are 

specimens fnmi many CplotelIa bodaniè&adbsa populations that neatly fit into 

assigned taxonomic categories based on what taxonomists have labelled the 

diagnostic featums or spedes- distinguishing characters of the types of each 

taxa in this group. However, they also found many specimens from the same 

populations as well as whofe populations that did not match described species. 

We continue to use diatoms in water q u a l i  studieg as indicator 

organisms or in paleolimnological stratïgraphic studies as indicators of dimate 

change. Therefore, P is important to know as much as possible about the 

ecolog ical distribution, Me cycle. seasonal cyde, and morpholog ical variability of 

the various races comprising the taxonomic complex in question. 

O bj8ctives 

This study on the CycloteUa bodanicahadiosa complex was primarily 

designed to : increase objecfivity in morphological spedes diagnosis by the use 

of a large scale morphometric study of severalm desaibed species and varieties 

within the complex (Kling and Hgkansson 1888) with the intention of identifying 

size and environmental correlates of morphometric variation using natural 

populations and clonal cultures, test the validity of traditionally used species 

distinguishing diaracters to separate species. and to suggest teatable 

hypothesis about genetic ditferences. lt examines allometry of the various 

characters used in the traditional 'gestalt' or morphological based species 
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differenüiaaon. A secondary aim of the study was to daairnent and describe 

examples of seasonal distribution, geographic distribution and ontogeny of a 

variety of populations from a wide range of seleded North Amencan lakes. 

Clonal culture work was abbreviated although it, along with study of a natural 

population did permit an andllary description of auxospore formation. 

Background Infornidion 

The Cycloteilla bodanica Gninow and CycIoteiIa radiosa (O runow) 

Lemmerrnann cornplex comprises taxa with similar vahre patterns. AI1 are 

characterized in ligM micmscapy (LM) by a striated marginal zone with 

'schattenlinien" or aiidceneci costae between ahreolar openings bearing marginal 

fultoportulae (Hgkansson and Carter 1990) and a radialiy punctate central area 

of approximatefy 1 / W 3  of the valve. On the vaive face, relatively distant f i m  

the margin and between the margin and the central area. are one to several 

distindly visible punctae which consütute the rimoportulae. 

Hakansson (1988) in Krammer and Lange6ertalot (1991), Kling and 

Hakansson (1088) and Houk (1993) have published detailed studies of type 

material, the taxonomie nomenclature problems and morphology of taxa invohred 

in this confusing and often misinterpreted cornplex. 

The four most common taxa that have been most oîten confused in 

previous and present studies are: C. bodanica Grunow vat. bodanica from 

sediments of the Bodensee, C. bodanica var. amhis Gninow described from 

fossil material taken from Carcon, USA., C. bodanim var. lemanice (0. MUlfer ex 

Schroter) Bachrnann from Genfemee and C. mdiosa (Gninow) Lemmemann 
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from the Hochsimmec material. Cycloella radha has had the most complicated 

nomendahire hirtory and this is described in detail in H6kansson (1988) and 

Hgkansson in Krammer and Lange-Bertalot (1991). It is interesting to note that 

the taxa C. balatonis Pantosœk and C. balatonis var. binotata Pantoscek 

described by Pantosœk in 1901 have been induded in the list of synonyms for 

both C. bodanica Grunow and C. redosa (Gninaw) Lemmennann in Kmmmer 

and Lange-Bertalot (1 991). 

Litenair, Dllcriptions 

Lierature descriptions of the taxa included in this study of Cyclote/la 

bodanica/rdiosa cornplex are from HAkansson (1 988): 

My translation of Hgkansson in Krammer and Lange-Bertalot (1 991 ) for 

Cyc/oteIIa bodanica Gninow (synon ym CycIoteIla comta var. bodanica Gninow in 

Van Heu& (1 882). Cyclote/lla balatonis Pantocsek 1901, Cyddela baletonis 

var. binotata Pantocsek 1 901 ), the ftustule may be slig hüy to strongly 

concentrically undulate. The diarneter is 20-80 pm. The marginal zone is wide, 

covered in fine striae of equal length with approximately 13-1 5 radial striae in 10 

pm. Two to four (seldom 5) of the radial striae are shortened wÏth an isolated 

pore sitang central to it ( in SEM it is a rirnoportule). Every second (seldom third) 

radial stria is thickened, this thickness is noticed as a 'Schattenlenie" (thickened 

wstae between alveola openings bearing the marginal fultoportulae) 

(Hgkansson and Carter 1990). Alveolae are easily noticeable. The valve centre 

is more or less finely radially amlate whereby every areolar row could fit into a 
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radial stria. At the margin there is a thin hyaline ring bdween the radial -ae on 

the magin and the amlate central area. Ofkn there is an annulus of 

disoganireâ areolae in the centre. 

Hakansson (1988) giws a description fw C. bodania Gninow var. 

bodanica from ( Schneider (1 878), p. 126: type localii - Bodensee; type slide - 
no. 101 6 Grunow colleaion Venna) summafied as follows: Sire large (but no 

range is given) with 3-5 rimoportulae (seldom more). Marginal striation conünues 

to the centre with several striae meeting on the way so that the central 

punctation is loose. Rows of very fine pundae do not form distinct fesccles and 

fultoportula openings are diffmit to disœm. Every 2-3 costae is thickened and 

bean a fu~oportula with 2 satellite pores. Central fultopomilae are inegulariy 

placed (mostly with 3 satellite pores but occasionally wÏth 2). This description 

was based on very large celfs some of which were hemispherical. 

In the following description of C. bodanica var. lemanica (O. Muller ex 

Schroter) Bachmann (1903), H6kansson in Krammer and Lange-Bertalot (1991) 

lists C. comte var. bodanica fo. lemanica O. Muller ex Schmter (1897). C. 

lemanensis Lemmermann 1900, and C. bodanica var. intemedia Manguin 1961 

as synonyrns and differentiates it from the nomnate variety by the strongîy 

concave or convex central area and sligMly but noticeably finer areolate radial 

r o m  in the central area. Also in mis case the 'Schattenlinien" were on every 2 

(seldom 3) costae. 

On the type slide no. 1468 in the Orunow colledion (C. bodanica var. affinis 

Gninow in Schneider (1 878), p. 126: type locality - Canon, California) 

HBkansson (1988) found a centric diatom with sire 14.0-50.1 Pm. The central 
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area of the valve sufice is concave or convex with dial ly puncEate rnmr onîy a 

portion of which mach the centre. Radial striae (costae) am unequal in length, 

with every second stria diviiing again and ~ n n i n g  onto aie mantle. One to 

several single pundae are visible at the ends of slighüy shorter marginal sbiae 

(no SEM shown). From SEM of ment mateal, H&kansson (1988) found a 

pundate centre (large and srnail areolae) with very fine punctaüon of marginal 

zone. 3-4 radially punctate iows gtouped into fiascicies separateci by narrow 

interfascicles which am more or less domed. S o m  of these hyaline 

interfascicles divide on the valve face with every 2-3 dividing ont0 the mantle. 

Marginal fultoportulae are at the ends of the und~ded interfascicles. Intemal 

structure shows 2 satellite pores on marginal fultoporhilae with 1-2 costae 

between those bearing futtoporhila. Central fubportulae have 3 satellite pores. 

In Krammer and Lange-Bertalot (1991) HAkansson dinerentiates C. 

bodanica v. affinis (Gninow) Cleve-Euler, synonym C. comte var. amnis Gninow 

in Van Heurck (1882) from the nominate variety by the nammer marginal region 

and larger scattered areolae in the central area near the margin. However. she 

points out that the original description was based on fossil material fmm Arnerica 

and that Cleve-Eukr found this variety in fresh to slightly brackish water in 

Sweden. Houk (1993) examined slides with Carcon material and found 

heteromorphic fnistules. no initial œlls and a site range of 12.5-51.8 pm. 

However, in his high Tatra Mountain material which he identifies as C. bodanica 

var. affins Gninow, Houk (opcit.) found the same valve morphology discussed 

above but a sue fange of 8.8-27.5 with hemispherical valves approximately of 28 

pm in diameter. CycloteIla tadiosa (Grunaw) Lemmeman taken fmm 
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Hdkansson (1 988): QcbteII' tadiosa (Grunau) Lemmeman in Ber. deutsch. 

bot. Ges. l8:3O (1900): type localiîy - Mondsee. Austria; Syntype Grunow in Van 

Heur& pl. 92, figs. 1-9; iectotype: alide 913 Grunow collection Natumistorisches 

Museum ,Vinna. 

In Krammei and lange-Bertalot (1991) Hgkansson notes the following 

taxa as synonyms: 'CydoteHa comta var. mdios8 Grunow in Van Heu& (1882); 

Discoplea comta sensu Ehrenberg 1845,1854, non Ehrenberg 1844; Cyclotella 

comta Kützing 1849, pro parte, non Discoplea comta Ehrenberg et. Auct.; 

Cyclotella cumta var. melosindes Kirchner in SchrMer and Kirchner 1896; 

Cyclotella melosifi6des (Kirchner) Lemmemann 1900; Cyclotella schmter 

Lemmermann 1 QOO, Cyclotella balatonis Pantocsek 1 901 ; Cydotella balatonis 

var. bhotafa Pantocsek 1901 ". 

H5kansson (1988) gives the following description of C. radiosa: 'in LM 

radial striae or only scattered areolae and striated margin with dchatenlinien" in 

Hochsimmer materiar with a sire range of 8-50pm in diameter 

Hdkansson (opcit.) found SEMs of the same material that showed 2 

valve omamentaüons, and a central area with large and small areolae and 

radially punctate marginal zone with punctate mvs groupeci in 2-3 fascides with 

narrow hyaline interfascicles in between them. Fultoportulae wen, regulariy 

spaced around the mantle. The extemal rimoportula was dinicul to distinguish. 

The interior view showed marginal costae with every 3-4 thickened, beanng a 

fultoportula. The central portion of the valve showed typical fultoportulae with 3 



satellite pores and domed c n i ~ m  covering aredae. Rirnoportulae were Iocated 

between the central and marginal zone. 

In the Hochsimmer material H&kanscwm (op. ck) found heterovalvate 

specimens, one with radial œntral puncbüon, the ooier with scattsred central 

pun-on. A ring of granules on the extemal valve face could also be scattemi 

over the Mole  valve. In summary, she states that there are 2 punctate rows in 

fascicles, 2 satellite pores on marginal fuitoportulae, 3 4  costae behnieen those 

bearing fultoportulae and at least 1 mioporhila. 

From these desaipaons, the following featuiw cornmon to al1 the taxa in 

the mentioned, stand out and have been the primary instruments used 

historically as "species distinguishing charaders' for this cornplex: 

(1) Rimoportulae sihiatd between the maigin and œntral zone. 

(Variation in number from 5-6 down to at least 1 as well as the distance from 

margin). 

(2) Punctate rows run from the œntral ares and continue ont0 the mantle. 

(These punctate rows are fine, difficult to disœm even in SEM, and Vary from not 

being in distinct fascicles , but continuing into the centre in C. bodanica v. 

bodanica, to being arranged in distinct 3 4  mwed fiascides in the C. bodanica v. 

affinis and in distinct 2 3  rawed fascides in C. mdiosa). 

(3) Central fultoporhilae and areolae were present in irregular andlor in 

radial rows. Number of satellite pores on central fultoporhrlae varied between 2 

and 3. wth 3 and occasionaliy 2 satellite pores in the varieües C. bodanica v. 

aKnis and C. bodanica v. bodanica but only 3 in C. radiosa). 
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(4) Marginal fubpoftulae were on thickened costae. (Spacing varying 

h m  every 23 costae in varkties C. M a n i a  v. bodanica and C. bodanica v. 

amnis, to every 3 4  in C. mdiosa). 

(5) An areolate central area ( varying h m  about 113 of valve diameter 

in C. badanr'ca v. aftinis ta 2/3 of vaive diameter in C. bodanika v. bodanica and 

C. mdiosa). 

The following chapters discuss the classical characten, used in idendifying 

species in the Cydoel/a bodanicahadiosa cornplex mth respect to their variation 

during sire rdudion, ontogeny and environmental conditions. 

Throughout this aiesis the reader will find many referenœs to specific 

frustule features that may have been abbreviated. For ease of understanding the 

following steps have been taken: 

1. M e n  first used each m u r e  will be fully described and its abbreviation 

identified. 

2. A diagram demonsrabng most features is presented in figure 4-2. 

3. Each feature is fully described in each frame and table. 

4. A glossary of al1 abbreviations is presenteâ hem. 



ABBREVlAl'fONS AND GLOSSARY 

ALLOMETRl - Is defined hem as diflerenœs in proportions correlateâ with 
changes in she, with size king represented by diameter. Alomeûic variation 
involves a rate of change in a taxonornic featun that is not in proportion to the 
rata of change in the sire of the organism. lsornetnc variation involves a rate of 
change in a taxonomie feature that is directly proportional to the rate of change 
in sue. 

ALVEOLI - The chamber-like strtlcture surrounded by the internally thickened 
costae in the genera Cydoe//a and CyctotdIa. Oefaifed diffbrenœs between 
ahreoli sttucture are describeci by the pattern of costae thidaness, distribution and 
associated features such es fùbportulae (Thefiot and Serieyssol1994). In 
Cyclote//a bodanhhadbsa cornplex the thicker costae support fultoportulae. 

AREOLAE - Are loculated perlotsitons of the basal siliceous layer opening 
extemally through a poroid structure and internally covered by a domed cribra. a 
raised thin siliceous layer pefiorated with tiny holes (sieve-like) arranged in a 
rosette like pattern. In C. bOdanichdio$a complex the areolae are confined to 
the central region of the vahre. 

ASLO - Arnerican Society for Limnology and Oœanography 

AUXOSPORE - the diatom oogonium after ferüliition (zygote). The auxospore 
does not have siliœous cell walls and thus is the means by which diatoms can 
size regenee. Onœ it has reached its maximum size siliceous walls are laid 
down and the structure is cal1 and initial œll. After an initial cell divides one valve 
remains hemispherical while the m e r  retains the original shape of the diatom. 

CINGULUM - the diatom girdle elements consisüng of a series of thme or more 
bands : a valvocopula and two pleume. All bands in the cingulum appear to be 
without omamentation. 

COPULAE - oie bands morphologically dinerent (usually Mer)  from the pleura 
bordering the vahre (von Stosch 1975). According to Round (1990) al1 bands 
additional to the vakocopula are refered to as 'copulae'. 

COSTAE - Are the hyaline structures radiating towards the vahre œntre seen in 
LM? They am elongated solid thickenings of the vahre. These structures have 
been referred to as 'interfascicIesW (HAkansson and Stoermer 1984; HBkansson 
and Ehrlich 1987) but "costa" has prionty (Anonymous 1975). Hem they are 
referred to interchangeably as acostaen or 'ribs". 80th thick and thin costae 
occur in Cyclotellle bodanicahadbsa complex. 



DENAR - Number of areolae in 1 prn on valve surface. 

DIA - Diameter or width of the Cyddel' fnistule vahre face acmss the centre. In 
the case of Cydotella it is equal to size. 

DISTLP - Distance of aie labiate process (LP) frwn the magin. 

ELA - Experimental Lakes h a  

FBA - Freshwater Biological Association 

FlMBRlAE - a modification of the vaive nm into finger-like interiocking structures 
that a d  to fimly attach the valve and valvocopula. According to Johnson and 
Rosowski (1992) this secure interiocking structure is important during cell growth 
and sliding of girdle bands. 

FULTOPORTULAE - Are raised hibular perforatecl processes surrounded by 
one to hree stnitts or satellite pores either in the centre of the valve among the 
areolae (central futtoportulaelstnnted process) or on the raised thickened costae 
(mande fultopomilaelstnittd process) in C. bodanicdmdiosa complex. Theriot 
and Serieyssol(1994) depict and describe several types found in this othei 
genera. In this species complex the mantie fultoportulae have two satellite pores 
while there maybe central fultopomilae with either two or airee satellite pores 
(rardy one). 

Ml - Freshwater lnstitute 

GESTALT - German language tenn for f m ,  shape, figure, build, stature or in 
taxonomy character makeup or morphology. 

IBP - International Biological Program 

ISL - Island 

LIGULA - tongue-like extension of a band (pleura) towards the vahre that 
completely fills in the gap of the opening of the advahrar band opening. It is 
ascribed the fundions of aflowing pervahrar growth and chain fonnation invohring 
the coupling of sibling valve. 
The ligula serve as underfying features that close the gap in open bands of most 
diatoms (von Stosch, 1975). Johnson and Rosowski (1992) have amended this 
to include any advaivar extension of a band underlapping and filling a groove of 
a preceding band whether or not it is open or dosai. 



LRTAP - Long Range Transport Assessrnent Program 

LTER - Long Term Erperimental Research 

MTN - Mountain 

NALLHL - Total number of holes (pores) in the central area also = NCSPZ + 
NCSP3 + NAR 

NAR - Total number of central areolae as seen h m  intemal valve view. 

NARMSP - Number of areolae from the margin to the mantle stnitted process. 

NBIGHL - Number of big holes (pores) in the central area as seen frwn the 
external vake view. 

NCSP2 - Number of strutted processes (œntral fultoportulae) with 2 sûuts 
(sateiiite pores). 

NCSP3 - Number of stnitted processes with 3 stnns (satellite pores). 

NLP - Number of labiate (rimoportulae) processes. 

NMSP - Total number of mantle stnitted processes (marginal fultoporhilae). 

NOLSS - Northwest Ontario Lake Sue Survey 

NRIB12 - Total costae (ribs) at W valve. 

NRIB34 - Total costae at 314 valve. 

NRIBMRG - Total number of costae at margin. 

NSMHL - Number of small holes (poroids) in the central area as seen from the 
extemal valve view. 

NW ONTARIO - Northwest Ontario 

NWT - Northwest Territories 



PLEURAE - All bands of similar morphology extending from the open end of a 
mature theca towards the vahre (von Stosch 1975). A pleura may be uniligulate 
or biligulate and fits in the gmve of the vaivoeaputa. 

RlMOPORNJUE - Also know as a labiate proœsses. are a pores on the valve 
face between the marginal zone and œntral area in the Cydotella 
bodanrTCa/mdiosa cornplex. It exh the extemal surfiace of the valve through a 
small round pore and in intemal view appears as a r a i d  dit sumiundcd by 
silica lips. In LM they have been calleâ "flammende punctaem or flaming pores. 

SAQ - Saqvaqjuac 

SCHATTENLINIEN - Is German for shadow lines which is the appearance of the 
aiidceneci intemal wstae in ligM microscopy or thicker costae between aiveohr 
openings bearing marginal fultoportulae (H4kansson and Carter 1990). These 
thicker costae which usually support a marginal fultoportula in Cydoel/a 
bodmica/radiosa complex are interspersed by thinner costae that do not support 
a fultoportula. 

SEM - Scanning electron microscopy. 

SUSNUGL - Suspended Nibogen in pg per liter. 

TDPUGL - Total dissohred phosphonis in pg per Mer 

USA - United States of America 

USFW - United States Fish and Wldlife 

VALVOCOPULA - the widest band in the cingulum and overlaps the valve 
mantle. The advaivat edge has a namnn porekgs groove the cincture, with dits 
in the fimbrial edge (appendixl, Fig 14 e,f) Ms tightly over the mantle flange. 

WCEN OR WCENTR - Wdth of the central area ocaipied by the œntral amolae 
and the central strutted processes (œntral fuftoportulae). 

WCENLAM - Wdth of the central lamina. Central lamina k ing  the siliceous 
membrane extending fiorn the central area to the base of the thickened costae. 

WMRGLAM - Wdth of the marginal lamina. Marginal lamina is the siliceous 
membrane extending from the intemal vaive margin to the d g e  of the raised 
intemal costae. 
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CHAPfER 2 

Ecology of CycofelIa bOdbnica/Iàdiusa Cornplex: 

Distribution, Seasonality, and Fotril Records 

Introduction 

The CrcJotel/a bodanica/radiosa cornplex is cornmon in the planldon of 

most oligo-mesotrophic, norai temperate and Arctic lakes of North America. 

Several authors have dealt with this cornplex under a variety of names such as 

either C. comta and C. bodanica or varieties of each: Lwe (1 923) (œntral 

Canada); Ross 1947 (eastem Arctic Canada); PaCriCck and Freese 1961 (northem 

Alaska); Foged 1 98 1 (Alaska); Kling 1 972, 1 975 (central Canadian Shield and 

Prairie lakes); Koivo and Ritchie 1978 (Ardk, Mackenzie Delta area); Duthie 

1979 (subardic impoundments); Duthie et al. 1975 (western Labrador); Edwards 

1978 (central Arctic Canadian Shield); Stoemer 1978 (Great Lakes); Munawar 

and Munawar 1978 (Lake Superior); Lichti-Federovich 1979 (Arctic Ellesmere 

Island); Moore l9?8,1981 (Northwest Territories Arctic and subardic Canada); 

Smol 1983 (Arctic, Ellesmere Island). Most recently, after studying the type 

material of C. cornta, Hgkansson has made it a synonym of C. radiosa 

(Hhkansson 1988) . 

Cydote/la bodanica was thoug ht to be more charaderistically found in 

oligotrophic lakes while C. comta and C. d o s a  were found most often under 

mesottophic to eeubophic conditions. However, H4kansson in Krammer and 
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LangeBerFakt (1991) shows miaographs of specomens from acid water, neutral 

water and heavily polluted and eutrophiad lakes. There have &en been 

discrepancies in autecological inf'omiation regarding socalied indicatot taxa. For 

example, both C. glomemta and Stephanodisus hanfischii have been refèrred 

to as indicators of eutrophic water by Outhie and Sreenvasa (1971) and as 

indicators of oligotrophic waters by Stocknet (1971) although C. bodanica has 

been referred to as prefemng waters that are oligotrophic and circumneutral 

(Duthie and Sreenvasa 1971; Hdkansson 1988) and C. coda (C. mdiosa) more 

eutrophic conditions. In a study of 50 lakes in the Muslaka-Haliburton area of 

Ontario, Yang and Didvnan (1 993) found that C. badenica (including C. cornta) 

was present in 27 mesotrophic lakes with mean pH of 5.5 TP 15.6 pgll, chl-a 3.3 

pgL, and Secchi depth (SD) 3.9 m. In Eumpean lakes from a study by Wunsam 

et al. (1 995) this complex was found in lakes nnging in TP 2-94 mg&, and. 

0.71498 S cm", pH 7.445, temp. 8.1-22.1, mean depth 2.1-171 m. 

To address these discrepancies, mis study describes the distribution 

pattern and seasonal succession of the C. bOdanica/Tadiosa complex in selcded 

lakes ranging in size h m  ~ 9 0  ha to *IO0 000 ha over a wide range of physical 

and chernical variables. 

Methods 

Data included hem are not restricted to samples h m  describeci locations 

(Fig. 2 4 ,  but also include misœllaneous data acaimulated over the past 27 



years. Samples wre analysed fmm either whoie lake water, sumce sediment 

and sediment cores. 

Celis were enurnerateci using a Wld Inverted Microscope following the 

Ütemohl method modifieci by Nauwerdc (1963). For the seasonal studies, 

biomass was calculateci using tfm methoci describecl by Rott (1981). LM 

measurements were made using the Wild Invertecl Microscope. Subsarnples for 

SEM were prepared as described in chapter 4. 

Results and Discussion 

Distnœbufion and Seasonal@ 

Natural populations of C. bodanWmdiosa Vary in their seasonal 

distribution. The most common distributions found were either unimodal or 

bimodal. If bimodal, the peaks in biomass occurred in spring and late summer - 
early fall. If the distribution was unimodal, it most Men appeared as a single 

peak in mid-summer. However, exœptions ocwned and sometimes there was 

only an early spring pulse. After examination of several lake types over different 

years, it appeared that year-to-year variation in biomass distribution was as 

un predictable as between-lake distribution. This would indicate a considerable 

influence of dimate in the timing and level of produdion. 

On the other hand, the timing of auxospore production seemed to be very 

predictable. For example in Toolik Lake, Alaska, the C. bodanica/mdiosa 

population had two distind biornass maxima. The first maximum ocairred in late 



Table 2-1. Mean physical and chernical parameters for study lakes . 

Location also stands for source, PLTCD= plot code, MONTH = months of year 

during which the lake is ice-fme, ZMAX= maximum lake depth (m), AREA.; lake 

area (ha), MAXTEM= maximum lake M e r  temperature ( O C ) ,  CONDUCTl = lake 

water conductbity (@an-'SecSec1), TDPUGL= total dkolved phosphorus (pgL-'). 

SRPUGL= soluble reactive phosphorus (pg 1;'). CLMOL= chloride (mg LI), 

SRSIMGL= soluble reactive silica (rngL-'), CHLAUGL= chlorophyll a (pgl"), 

NAMG L= sodium (mg L"). CAMOL= calcium (mg L"). KMGL- potassium (mg L-'), 

S04MGL= sulphate (mgL-'), TûNUGL = total dissohred nitrogen (pgl-'), 

DICUML= dissolved inorganic carbon (pmL-'), DOCUML= dissolved organic 

carbon (pmLol), N03N= nitrete nitragen (pgL-'), N02N= nitrite nitrogen (pgl"), 

NH4N= ammonia (pgL-') . SUSN= suspended nitrogen (pgLSecl), SUS?= 

suspended phosp ho rus (pg Cl), ALK= alkalinity (veqL1). 
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Fig. 2-1. A schematic map of Canada and parts of the USA indicating the major 

areas included in this study of the Cydoella badanic8/mdiosa cornplex. Letters 

= Plot codes (pltcd) of the lakes from which specimen measurements (using 

either LM or SEM) were included in the study. Sm the Iist of locations and plot 

codes in table 2-1. The numbers indicate amas whete l have have confimieci 

the idenüty of specimens belonging to C. bodanicdradiosa complex by 

Scanning Electron Micmcopy for geographic distribution records but which were 

not necessaniy wed in the morphometric analysis. 
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June or eady July. approximately two weeks after iœ out and was composed of 

low numbers of large cells (auxospores and initial cells) (Fig. 2-2). The second 

maximum, ocairring in Iate summer, was c o m p d  of high numbers of mid- 

sized vegetstive cells. Figure 2-3. shows aie highest production of C. 

bodanicahrrdiosa biomass (7x grnater than natural lakes of the area) in a 

nitrogen ferülized lake. This indicates that the species complex responds initially 

to increased nutrients with rapid vegetative reproduction. Another example of 

an initial positive response in vegetative production of this species complex to an 

increase in n m - e n  (both nitrogen and phosphonis) can be seen in the profile of 

C. bodanic&adiosa complex in a corn from L227 (Fig. 24). L227 had been 

experimentally eutrophied with nitrogen and phosphonis since 1969. lnitially the 

ratio of nitrogen to phosphorus was 15:l until 1975 at which time it was lowered 

to 5:l. After the decrease in nitrogen to limiting condlons. increased trophic 

status and subsequent change in species composition in this lake the C. 

bodanicdmdiosa complex became rare. No auxospores were found post 

fertilization in L 7 .  

In Toolik lake, auxospore produdion began like clockwork during several 

successive years. at the same time followed by rapid growth and increased 

biomass. Lewis (1 984) reports the %ex clocif phenornenon and these Arctic 

lakes displayed this with amazing regularity. Cydotellla bodanicahadiosa 

populations seemed to be synchronized hem as al1 other lakes in the area had 

populations producing auxospores in samples taken during the two weeks 
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following ice out The high biomass (Fig. 2-2) in eaily June sampks, even 

though the number of cells was at a minimum, was a result of the production of 

auxospores and inHial œlls (lergest cells). The maximum size of auxospores 

and initial cells in the Toolik Lake (Appendk 1, Fig. 10a-f ) area populations was 

3849 pm (diameter) although in an earfy study from an other area of Alaska 

Manguin (1961) recorded cells up 83 pm in diameter. 

Further south in a subarcüc lake, Fox Lake (latitude 61 " 1 CN, longitude 

135O287111), Yukon TeMories, auxospore production occurred under -1 m of iœ 

in mid March 1993 (Appendix 1, Fig. lad). This species dominated the plankton 

during this eariy spring penod. The auxospore sire and sire of post initial cells in 

this population were 1.3-1.5~ the sue of the auxospores from other areas 

(Appendix 1. Fig . 1 7a-f). The maximum size was 70-77 pm (diameter). To date, 

the Fox Lake and Colville Lake populations were the only populations found with 

this large maximum sire. I had only a small sample from Kluane Lake, Yukon 

but the few vegetative speclmens found also had skes in excess of the nonnal 

maximum of 49 pm for populations outside oiis area. Based on maximum siré 

and morphology, this Yukon population matches well with the description and 

size range for C. bodanica v. Eemanica (O. MUller ex Schroter) Bachmann from 

Viewaldstatdersee in Europe. However, according to Krammer and Lange- 

Bertalot (1991) this taxon differs fiom the nominate variety by the pronounced 

wncave/convex central zone with somewhat m e r  radial finely punctate rows in 

the centre with 'Schattenlinien" or marginal fultoportulae on every 2 (rarely 3) 

costae. According to Bachmann (191 1), C. bodanica lemmica produœd 
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auxospores (60-70 ~ m )  during the months of November and Oecember in a 

European lake (Bachman 191 1). Again, the tirne uf auxospore produdion was 

dinerent and more similar to that found in more temperate mgions. Populations 

in the rest of central Canada and on the 

Canadian Shleld had maximum sues in the range of specimens 

describecf initially as C. bodanica v. boreelis by Ckve Euler in 191 1. but which 

she later called a fomi of C. bodanica v. lemanensis, in that it was similar to the 

variety but smaller and thidcer œll walled mai a m e r  girdle band. According to 

the descriptions written by HHkasson in Krammer and Lange-Bertalot (1991) 

these cells were similar to the other varieties but more robust with a size range of 

1848 pm. The striated zone is wider, often 113 of the diameter, with 2 

"Rammende Pundae" or rimoportulae. However, as will be shown later features 

such as the rimoportulae number and size of the central zone are often highly 

variable. Site of the cell, wstae and areolar density as well as marginal 

fuitoportulae are al1 related in some manner to the sue of the ceIl. Cyclotella 

bodanica v. lemanensis was recorded as especialiy prominent in dear 

oligotrophic lakes in the northem and mountainous regions. Seasonality of C. 

bodanicMmdiosa in two lakes (Spring (Appendix 1, Fig. 1 1 a. b, Fig. 12e.f) and 

Far (Appendix 1, Fig. 23a-f). latitude 63 *42'N, longitude 90°407N) in central 

Arctic Canada (Fig. 24) showed a similar trend for 1980 with a single seasonal 

maximum biomass oawmng in rnid summer from mid Juiy to August. 

Comparing Spring Lake populations for two different years, 198Oil981, again a 



Fig -2-2. Seasonal distribution of C. bodanicahadiosa complex in Toolik 

Lake. Alaska during the 1993 fieid season. Upper graph shows the 

biomass in micmgrams per Mer and the lower graph shows the number of 

cells per Mer. 





Figure 2-3. The biomass and auxospore produdon of C. bodanicahdiosa 

cornplex in a series of lake including experimentaliy Irtiîned lakes in the Toolik 

Lake area. Etoolik = Lake E, ltwlik = Lake 1, NZcont = control '/i of nitrogen 

fertiluation experimental lake N2, N2fer = ferülized '/i of the nitrogen 

experimental lake. N2t2 = nitrogen fertilited Iimnocoral in Toolik, Ne9b = 

northeast Lake 9b, Tooliklb = Toolik lake limnobay, Toolikrn = Toolik main 

station. 
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similar pattern can be seen but sampling in 1981 ended in eariy August. No 

auxospores were encountered in these populations although maximum size for 

specimens in this area was 4 0  pm. 

The pattern of seasonal distribution of C. bodanic8/mdiosa biomass in 

temperate lakes was as variable ftom laketo-Iake and as it was from year-to- 

year. Figures 2-5,2-6,2-7 and 2 8  show the distribution of C. bod~ca/radiosa 

cornplex in lakes in an area between latitude 4Q042'N, longitude 88O3l W and 

latitude 51 "41'N. longitude 93'477N of varying sire ranging from <90 ha (K39) 

to >IO0 000 ha (Lake Superior). It is interesthg to note that the biomass of 

diatoms generaliy composes under 30% (Fig. 2-7) of the total phytoplanûton 

biomass in these lakes e.g. in L239. CyclotelUa bodanicaliradiosa compose the 

greatest portion of the diatoms biomass when it makes up the lowest percentage 

of the total phytoplankton (Fig. 2-7, lower graph). The physical and chernical 

status of the phytoplankton in the srnaIl Canadian Shield lakes of the 

Gcperimental Lakes Area (ELA) and the Northwest Ontario Lake Size Series 

(NOLSS) lakes has previously been described by Schindler (1977), Fee et al. 

(1 989,1994) and Guildford et al. (1994). Guildford et al. (1994) found that the 

nutnents (nitrogen and phosphorus) cornmonly known to limit algal productkity in 

the small Canadian Shield lakes of the Experimental Lakes Area (ELA) were not 

as limiting in the larger deep lakes as they were in the smaH Shield lakes. 

Diatoms were found to compose between 5 and 60% of the algal biomass in 

these larger lakes (Fee et al. 1 994). The C. bodanicaîimddiosa complex was 



Fig - 2 4 .  C. bodanica/;Tadiusa cornplex seasonal distribution in Spring and Far 

Lake in the Saqvaqjuac area. Biomass = pgk. 
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found to be present in al1 lakes at varying levels of importance (Figs. 2-5.28). In 

1986, the large (100,000 ha) lake (hout) and the srnall(90 ha) lake (Green) had 

similar spring and faIl biomass maximums of C. bodanka/radiosa H i l e  the other 

midsue lakes (with the exception of Sydney Lake) showed only a mid-late 

summer biomass maximum. Sydney Lake. during this same year, had only an 

immediate ice out peak with very minimum levels thmghout the test of the year. 

In 1987, the small to mid size lakes, Green. Orange and Linge. al1 had a late 

spring maximum and minimum levels through the iest of the year. The peaks of 

C. bodanicdmdiosa in Tmut and Sydney in 1987 were bimodal omet wioi very 

low values and Musclow experienced a very high immediate ice off peak and 

another minor mid summer peak in biomass. In L239 (a small ELA lake) C. 

bodanicafradiosa showed a mid summer peak in its abundance as a percent of 

the total diatom community. This accurred in July of two successive yeafs but at 

the time when the diatoms made the least portion of the total phytoplankton 

biomass (Fig. 2-7). A great deal of weight is given this complex in 

paleolimnological studies as in the sediment il &en dominates the assemblage. 

However, in achial fad this diatom may compose only a small portion of the total 

annual lake algal biomass. 

The species complex is common in very large (>100.000 ha) oligotrophic 

lakes in this area as weH, e.g. Lake Superior (Appendk 1, Fig. 4a-f). It is more 

common in the off-shore sediment samples than would appear to be indicated 

from analysis of the plankton. In the ofkshore plankton (off Thunder Bay) in 



Fig .2-5. Seasonal distribution of the C. bodanicaLmdiosa cornplex in the 

Noraiwestern Ontario Lake Size Series (NOLSS) lakes during the 1986 ice-free 

season. Lakes from small to large arrangecl as follows: Green, Orange. Linge, 

Musclow, Sydney, and Trout (90 ha-1 00.000 ha). 
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Fig. 2-6. Seasonal distribution of the C. bodanicafmdiosa cornplex in the 

Northwestem Ontario Lake Sue Series (NOLSS) lakes during the 1987 ice-free 

season. Lakes from small to large a m g e d  as follows: Green, Orange, Linge, 

Musclow, Sydney, and Trout (90 ha4 00,000 ha). 
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Fig. 2-7. Two examples of the seasonal distribution of C. bodanica/radiosa 

(CYCBOD) complex in relation to the rest of the planküc diatom community and 

diatoms as a percentage of the phytoplankton biomass in L239 of the 

Experimental Lakes Area for the years 1986 and 1987 (data h m  D. Findlay). 
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Fig. 2-8. The 1990 seasonal distribution of the Lake Superior population of C. 

bodanica4adiosa cornplex at the northem offshore station off Thunder Bay. 

Note the peak in September. This was the time when auxospores were found. 





1990 (Fg. 2-9) the biomass of C. bodanicahadii;Osa cornpiex reached a maximum 

of 33 pgA fiie weight which was about 113 the total phytoplankton biomass at 

this time (September). A net sample h m  the euphobic zone during this 

September sampling yielâed a complete sbe range of cells from mother cells to 

immediate post auxospore al ls or hemispherical cells (Appendix 1, Figs. 46). 

This auxospore production fwnd in Lake Superior live net hauls, taken during 

September-October 1991, indicated that the timing for their production in this 

area was fall which coincides with the timing fornd for this texon in qualitative 

analysis of net hauls from the smaller Green Lake, also in the NOLSS study. If 

net hauls had not been used for the qualitative analysis the auxospores would 

not have been seen. (Usually auxospores are less than 1% of the population in 

number and if the species itseff is a low percentage of the total phytoplankton 

assemblage, it would be rare to see them in an ordinary water sample taken for 

analysis of biornass). 

This C. bodanicdradiosa complex comprises a significant part of the 

sediment assemblage in most lakes in this north temperate Shield region. A 

spatial survey of sediment trap composition fmm 5 widely separated deep open 

water stations in Lake Superior was made for the years 1987 and 1991 (Fig. 2-9 

map of stations, Jeff Jeremiason 1997, pers. comm.). These samples were 

collecteci by Jeff Jeremiason, University of Minnesota, for PCB and composition 

analysis. Figure 2-1 0 shows the spatial distribution of C. bodanica/mdiosa 

complex related to other centric diatoms in a pooled set of 198711991 sediment 
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trap samples taken fkom I O  m depth to the bottom at the 5 stations amss Lake 

Superior. This shows the high degree of spatial variability of the œntn'cs ai this 

large lake. The contribution of C. bodaniicahradiosa wmpkx was much more 

signifiant in the sedîment than as part of the total phytopbnkton (as seen 

previously in L23Q community of the lake. 

Ancient m i l  Reconh 

Frustules from ancient populations (Appendix 1, F ig . 1 3 a-9 of C. 

bodanica have been dated at just over 2 million yean ago (Bradbury 1991). 

These were found in a core taken from Tule Lake, California (samples from Platt 

Bradbury, USGS, Denver. Colorado). Specîmens hem had a larger maximum 

size than ment populations (Fig .2-11). Older records in the are were rekned 

to as C. bodanica and more ment specimens as C. comta. They may possibly 

be one and the same taxon as the major criterion for distinguishing them was 

size. This correlates with recordeci dimatic changes for this area. The peak in 

the morphotype recorded as C. bodanica occurred during the Pleistocene whkh 

would correspond to cold oiigotrophic conditions which fits well with its present 

day habitat. Wh warrning conditions, fluctuating lake levels. and increasing 

trophic state. the C. comta appears and oveilaps for a period in the core with the 

C. bodanica records before C. bodanica disappeanr. This, as noted by Bradbury 

(199l), correlated with the ecology of C. comta and C. bodanica. It may, 

however, be that at this point dimatic and environmental conditions lead to very 



Fig. 2-9. A map of Lake Superior showhg the location of the sediment traps for 

the yean 1987-1 991 used for the centric diatom distribution profiles shown in 

Fig -2-1 O. C. bodanicahmdiosa was second to Stephanodiscus hnsylLanicus in 

rnean overall importance at Station 1 8 2 and dominant at 3,4, and 5 sediment 

traps. (Taken from J. Jeremiason) 





Fig. 2-10. The mean percent composiüon of centne diatoms in sediment tmp 

samples taken from 5 locations in ofhhore waters in Lake Superior dunng the 

open water season of 1987 and 1991. C. bodanica~mdiosa complex was the 

dominant in three of the traps with Stephanbdiscus ttansyhanicus (STETRA) 

dominating at the other two stations. STEALP= S. alpinus, CYCSPP.= Cyclotella 

species (including several small Cyclotel/a taxa) , SENIA= S. niagarae, 

STETRA= S. transylvanicus, CYCBOD= C. bodanica/radiosa complex 





Fig. 2-1 1. A plot of the mean diameter (DIA) and width of the central area 

(WCENTR) of specimens taken from the Tule Lake core down to a depth of 196 

meters. This was dated at approximately 2 million years ago (Bradbury 1991). Y 

scale = pm, X scale = depth in meters down core. 





Fig 2-12. A plot of the distribution of C. bodanicMradiwa complex in the 

laminated and dated sediments of a short core from L227 showing a peak in a 

layer dated at 1973 (see Wolfe et al. 1994). Arrow 1 = year 1969, the beginning 

of the ferb'lization with ratio 151  nitrogen to phosphorus. Arow 2 = 1973, peak in 

C. bodanicahadiosa corn plex. 





Fig. 2-13. A cluster analysis of the mean morphometric data (Table 4-2) showing 

the distribulion of the various morphotypes h m  the study populations and the 

literahire "types" measured for the study. Note the K27, L239 specimens (ELA) 

(e), the 'radiosan (r), and Snogerholm (an eutrophic Swedish lake) specimens 

are close together, but there really are no clear dusters here. The clustering 

pattern indicates a low degree of structure with no robust clusters appearing from 

the morphologid data traditionally used to separate species. 





Fig. 2-14. Fox Lake C. bodanic8/radiosa population from 36 an (m) down cote 

compared to specimens h m  a whok water surface (O). The plot shows the 

WCENTR vs DIA for specimens over the sue range of the complete life cycle. 
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high vegetaüve production which resulted in a rapid naease in the population of 

smaller C. oomla morpho type cells. the density of which in the corn outweigh the 

larger C. bodancia morph type (initial cells) which are usually less abundant and 

slower growing cells mndering them comparatively kss f i u e n t  in the 

sediments. In Bradbury (1991), it can be seen that the proportion of both 

decreases with decreasing depth in the core, and C. comta overlaps with taxa 

indicative of more mesotrophic conditions. The taxon is no longer present in 

this area today (Bradbury, pers. comm). 

Another example of a simlar response of C. bodanica/mdiosa complex to 

eutrophication was recordeci in a laminated sediment core from L227 (an 

aMcially eutrophied lake (Wolf6 et al. 1994) in the Experimental lakes Area 

(ELA) on the Canadian shield). In response to the initial fertïlization. with nitrogen 

and phosphorus. a substantial increase in cell numbers (Fig. 2-1 2) was recordecl 

in the sediment with the most dramatic inciease seen 4-5 yean after the onset 

of fertilization. In these layers. cells were srnall vegetative cells of the 'radiosa' 

type and correlateci closely with the Iiterature data for the 'type for C. radosa' in 

a cluster analysis (Fig. 2-13). They were relatively abundant in the core up to 

about 9.8 cm (conesponds to 1975 the year when the N P  ratio was lower to 

51). After this specirnens of the complex were very rare as they were not 

recorded in the core and they were not at al1 recorded in the plankton counts. 

The C. bodenicdmdiosa complex is known to be the major centric diatom in 

most of the other shield lakes in this ELA area. As noted previously, this complex 
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often contributes substantially to the planküc component of the sadiment record 

in lakes even where its major contribution to the overall plankton community is 

much lower . 

The sediment -rd usually retains a complete lik history of the diatom 

species over the entire environmental history of the lake. In most cases there is 

little differenœ between the rnorphotype at for exampk 36 an and O un in a 

short core as, for example in Fox Lake (Fig. 2-14) when the full size range is 

measured. Morphological measurements from the con samples indicate that the 

phenornenon of polymorphism seems to be a stable kature with a degree of 

variability wiaiin many populations. 

Recent Fossil Records in the litemture and Polymorphbm 

Studies of ment  sediments of lakes in Canada refer to Cyclotel~a comta, 

C. bodanica v. bodanica, C. bodanica v. affinis, C. bodanica v. lemanica, and C. 

mdiosa with C. comta and C. radosa of these being suggested as indicative of a 

particular ecological condition at a particular time within a lake. These names 

have been used interchangeaMy for the same taxa (Ming and H4kansson 1988). 

Lowe (1975) and Mahood et al. (1984) have used the name C. comta while 

Sreenivasa and Duthie (1976) show pichires of C. bodanica from Lake Ontario 

stating that it was the most cornmon along with C. comta. ln earlier studies they 

had stated that C. bodanica is charaderistic of circumneutral oligotrophic- 

mesotrophic waters, more commoniy found in smaller lakes and this was used 
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as evidenœ for eutmphication of Lake Ontario (Duthie and Sreenivasa 1971, 

1 972). In 1 98 1 , Foged recorded this Won as an oligohalob (indifferent) in 

cimumneutral Alaskan lakes. According to HHgkansson (1988). C. bodanica and 

its variety affinis ocwrs in oligotrophic to mesotrophic lakes while the 

moiphotype, C. mdiosa, seems to be more prevalent under increasing nutrient 

status. C. radosa morphotype tends to be seen at the smaller end of the sire 

range where morphological variation appears more extreme end has been 

described as being distinctly heterornorphic (Hgkansson 1 988). 

Analysis of undeaned material from several populations. using LM. 

indicates that polyrnorphism as seen in a heterovalvate condition. exists and is 

common in varying degrees in many populations. 

Specimens from populations and short cores h m  L227, L239, Green 

Lake (temperate Shield lakes), Fox Lake, Far Lake and Hawk Lake (oligotrophic 

to mesotrophic Arcüc iakes) sediment were measured in LM. In most cases, 

width of the central area ( WCENTR), diameter ( DIA), number of costae (ribs) at 

3/4 of the valve diameter (NRIB34), number of mantle fubportulae (stnitted 

processes) ( NMSP), and number of rimoportulae (labiate processes) (NLP) 

were recorded. 

Intact specimens seen in LM from these samples indicate that most 

populations were heterovalvate to some degree. However, of the populations 

measureâ in search of this characteristic, Far Lake and Hawk Lake, MNT 

showed the highest degree of polymorphism. This polymorphism is prevalent in 



recent (Rg. 2-1 5) as well as fassil records (Table2-2). The morphology of 

population from Spring Lake, Far Lake and Hawk Lake appears be very similar 

to that of the population deswibed as C. bodanh affinis Gninow by Houk 

(1 993) from the lakes of the Tatra Mountains in Slovakia. Houk (1 993) published 

photographs of the type material of C. bodanica v. afinis Grunow deswbd h m  

Carcon rnaterial in the USA. In this material he found heteromorphic fiustules in 

the sire range 12.5-51.8 pm, but no initial valves. In his Tatra Lakes material he 

found cells in the sue range 8.8-27.5 pm. The diameter of hemispherical cells 

was 28 @m. Measurements of specimens h m  both the published type material 

and the Taûa material am included in this dataset. As seen later, plots of the 

WCENTR by DIA, NMSP by DIA, and mean distance of the rimopottula from 

valve margin (XDISTLP) by DIA do not separate or segregate any populations in 

the data set which includes many other C. bodanica/radiosa populations. 

Other populations described as C. socialis Schütt and C. planctonica 

Brunthaler diner in fheir colonial habit and la& of visible 'Schattenlinien* in LM. 

After detailed research into the history of both species, Houk (1991) identifies his 

population from the Tarn MaY Hincovo Pleso in the high Tatra Mountains as C. 

plancktonica Bninth. He shows LM photos of valves that have a valve 

morphology similar to C. bodanica4iradiosa without aie typical 'Schattenlinien'. In 

his LM description he States mat the valves of smaller spedmens have distincüy 

and equably thickened costa. (every 2-3(4)wsta) without giving the impression of 

characteristic 'Schattenlinien'. The bigger the vaive is, the less distinct is this 



Fig .2-15. A plot of the polymorphism in Far Lake specimens for NMSP (number 

of mantle fultoportulae) vs DIA (diameter). Each asterisk (*) marks specimen 

from which both valves were measureâ. Where no asterisk is present only one 

valve was found. The numbers indicate the core slice (ie 1 = the top or slice 1 

which was -&lm depth). 
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thickening. so that the v a h  with thef diameter over 27 pm have no distinctiy 

thickened costaew. Fmm his SEM description he states The marginal 

fultopoitulae mth two satellite pores are at the distal ends of these oiickened 

costae beneath the inner edge of the peripheral ring. Some costae are 

dichotomous towards the edge. The large hemispherical vaives have no 

apparentiy thickened costae and thus the costae bearing the marginal 

fultoportulae are not disündly diffemntiated". He also points out that the 

maximum sire of 36 pm for initial cells was identical in Brunthaler's population 

and his Tatra population. The Tatra population was not found in a mucous 

wlony formation. The specimens describeci as C. pmetemissa Lund and C. 

quadntunta (Schater) von Keisler both grow in colonies of 2 to 8 cells 

surrounded by a gel but were found to have dark 'schattenlinienn at every 3 to 

5th costa in C. praetetmissa and at every 24th in C. quadnjunfa. In Krammer 

and LangaBertalot (1991) Hgkansson notes at the end of the description of C. 

pmetemissa Lund that 'Das Won leicht mit anderen Arten des C. radiosa 

Komplexes verwechseit werden, besonders mit C. quadfluncta". After the 

description of C. quadnjuncta she notes aiat ' Oie Merkmalskombinationen von 

C. praetennissa und C. quadnjuncta sind so undeutlich da& veiilicht C. 

preetermissa und C. quad@uncta miteinanderen synonym sindn roug hly 

translated ... the distinction between C. praetennissa and C. quadnjuncta is so 

slight that perhaps C.pmetemissa and C. quadnjuncfa are synonyms with each 

other. 
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Conclusions 

The Cyclotella 6odanicalt.adiima cornplex has been found to be widely 

distributed over a wide range latitude (temperate to Ar*) and environmental 

conditions (Table 2-1). 

The timing of auxospore produdion seasonally appears to be 

synchronized within a geographic area and seems to be stable and predictabk 

for a specifîc season. Maximum C. bodanicahdiosa biomass production in 

lakes of différent sites within an area varies between unirnodal and bimodal in 

the temperate regions to pfimarily unimodal in the Arctic. 

The frustules of C. bodaniC&/mdiosa complex presenre very well in 

sediment cores and the first records go back as far as 2 million years. 

Morphologically, the ancient specimens appeared the same as present day 

specimens with the exception that the men size of the historic population was 

larger. 

This complex often contributes substantially (up ta 50% of the cenûics) to 

the planktic cornponent of the sediment record in lakes aven where its major 

contribution to the plankton community is much Iower (5-1 0%). The sedirnent 

record usually retans a aimplete life history over the entire environmental history 

of the lake and in most cases there is l i i e  difierence between the morphotype at 

for example 36 cm and O cm in a short corn (Fig. 2-14). Morphological 

measuremcnts k m  core samples indicate that the phenornenon of 

polymorphism seems to be a stable féatum with a degree of variability within 
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many populations. 

Cydoe/la bodan~radiosa complex declines dramatically under 

sustained eutrophicaüon but initially responds to increased nutrients with rapid 

vegetative reproduction and the Vadiosa moiph-* appears to be more 

associatd with this trophic status. 



Table 2-2. Light rnicroscopic measurement of morphometric feahires visible in 

LM ftom core material. LOCATION= lake name and sliœ down the core, Y e a ~  

the lead 210 date for the are sliœ. Collato~ specimen recorded. PLTCD= Plot 

code, DIA= diameter, WCENTR= width of the central area, NLP= number of 

rimoportulae (labiate processes). NMSP= number of mantle fultoportulae(strutted 

processes). Specimens maked with an asterix r) indicate two frustules of the 

same vahre. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Auxospore Production in Cydotella bcxianicdradiesa Compkx 

Abtract 

Clonal isolates of the C. WankB/icBdiosa cornplex were taken from 

widely separated amas and grown in batch cultures. Two of the clones, from 

very difkrent regions, regenerated in size pmducing auxospores and initial cells. 

This chapter gbes a descriptive account of auxospore and initial cell formation 

depicting some of the growth processes induding girdle band structure in the 

cultured clones as well as in nature. 

This chapter contributes qualitative information depicting the variability 

observed in two clones of Cyclotellle bodanicahadiosa complex during sue 

regeneration. 

Introduction 

The taxonomy of the Bacillariophyœae is basad primariiy on the 

morphology of the siliceous firustule. Hawever. some smes exhibit 

heteromorphic pattems (Hakansson and Stoermer 1984). The interpretation of 

different wall patterns obsenred in material colledecl in aie field has created 

considerable nornenclatural confusion in detennining species of centric diatoms. 

Some of this variability can be atûibuted to ontogeny. 

A number of varieties and species are disaisseci in rslationship to C. 
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bodanicdmdima and much specuiaüon has œntered on whether or not the 

morphological differences reflect genetic diffbrences (HHkansson 1988; Kling 

and Hgkansson 1988). 

Geissler (1 082) studied dones of Stephanodiscus hantzschii grown in 

varying satt concentrations and found that morphological changes were not only 

due to reducüon in ceIl size but also to environmental conditions. Hwever, no 

LM or SEM micrographs were published of the test organism. Bachmann (191 1) 

and Nipkow (1921) give some of the cadiest accounts of ceIl division, sue 

changes and auxospore pmduction in populations of this complex in several 

Swiss and Gemian lakes. Kling (1992) has demonstratd that morphological 

changes in S. hanfiscMi were due to sire regeneration, sire reduction, gmwth 

rate and silicification . 

The earliest information on life cycle in C. bodankahmdiosa complex 

cornes from reports of auxospore formation by Bachmann (191 1) and Nipkov 

(1 928). Geitier (1 952). von Stosch (1 O5 1). Schulh and Trainor ( 9  968, 1 WO),  

Hoops and Floyd (1979). Edlund and Stoemier (1 991). Jewson (1 992,1993) and 

Perez-Marünez et al. (1992) have al1 discussed various aspects of sexual 

reproduudion and auxospore fwmation in freshwatei centric diatoms. 

As diatoms vegetative division usually leads to a progressive reducüon in 

cell size known as the McDonald-Pliber nile, Mizuno (1991) points out that of 

the 19 marine taxa surveyed the amount of size reduction obse~ed ranged 

between 0.03 an 0.17 Pm. Under the normal sue reduction regeneraoion 
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process. the rastoration of the species specilic rnaxknurn sire usualiy occurs 

airough sexual reproduction and subsequent expansion of the zygote into an 

auxospore. However. this reduction p m  is not aIways a regular process 

and is &en influenced by the nutriant conditions which may result in the proœss 

being sloweâ dom or speeded up (Margakf 1969; Lewis 1994; Mann 1988; 

Kling 1993, Gensemer and Duthie 1996). 

lnducing gamete production and auxospore formation in laboratory culture 

has been difficuit as cells seem only to mspond to a variety of environmental 

cues when the cells were of a certain sire dass (Lewis 1984). According to 

Lewis (1984). due to nature's ckdc environmental sequenœs influence 

organisms with intermittent sex when the sensitive stages respond to these 

factors. The fadon attributed to activating senialkation have been found to be 

various combinations of environmental variables such as rapid changes in light 

(length and intensity), temperatura, nutrien&, certain speciiic ions and salinity of 

the medium (see Schmidt 1994). The responses seem to be species specific. 

Aithough auxospores in C.bodank&bdiosa as well as other taxa have 

been known sinœ the tum of the century, they are not fiequentiy observed in 

nature and even lem frequently found to ocwr in cultures . Therefore. they have 

been, as pointed out by von Stosch (1982). the last stage to be studied in the life 

cycle of diatoms. 



Materials and Methods 

Isolation of Ce& 

Single cells of C. bodanka/radiosa compkx wem isolated h m  a water 

sample collectecl h m  Lake Nipigon, Ontario, East Blue and West Blue Lakes of 

Du& Mountain Provincial Park, Manitoba and Taolik Lake on the north slope of 

Alaska. Isolation fdlowed the method of Reymond (1980) about 60 isolates 

were made into tubes. Only clone 0 1  3WB from West Blue Lake, Manitoba and 

Toolik from Toolik Lake, Alaska undenvent awospore produdion and site 

regeneration. 

CuItum ConditJons 

Each cell was isolated into a 0.5 mL tubes containing a combination of the 

respective 0.2 pm nudeopore fdtered lake water and WC' medium. WC' (Guillard 

and Lorenzen 1972, after Healey and Hendzel1079) is the basis of the medium 

used in these experiments. W C  medium is modifieci from WC', by containing 

double the trace elements plus seleniun at a concentration of IO-' moles-p. The 

medium used consisted of one part hke water to one part WC' or W C  and are 

hereafter rekired to as (1ake)WC'. No buffens were used and pH was adjusted 

to 7.5 with NaOH (within the natural range of the lake water). The clones were 

established between October 1989 and October 1991 and maintained at a 

constant temperature of 12°C in contaiuous light of 150 pEin= rn2-s". Clones 

O 1  3WB and Toolik were maintained in 2 mL plastic tissue culture vessels in 
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batch culture and transfened to fresh media approximateiy monthly over the 

study period. The culhires were donal but not axenic. 

At intervals, 10 microlitre alquots of sample were kilieâ in Lugofs solution 

and presenred in alcohol. In addition, 10 microatre alquots of live sample h m  

the cultures were dried on glass carerslips, which were washed in distilled water 

and mounted with adhesive to aluminum stubs for SEM analysis. Cell 

measurements and estimates of auxospore numbers were made during LM 

microswpic examination and h m  photographs. 

Results and Discussion 

Specimens from the Lake Nipigon (Append ix 1, Fig. 20ac, 21 b), East and 

West Blue Lakes (Appendix 1, F ig .6a-f), and Toolik Lake (Appendix 1. Figs. 8f, 

9e-h . 1 Oa-f) were identified as belong ing in the C. bodanicahdiosa corn plex. 

There were no obvious departums of cional material from the natural morphology 

when grown in culture media. As with S. hantzschiï (Kling 1992), the growth rate 

of the01 3WB slowed considerably for a time before auxospores appeared in the 

sample. Auxospores that could readily be seen in LM wet mounts were found 

collapsed when dried for SEM analysis. These zygotes had not yet developed 

intemal siliceous components. LM photos s h w  the very young auxospores with 

a wrinkled spherical appearance (Appendix 1, Fig. 2c). This has been described 
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for cells identifid as C. oceilafa by P6iar-Martfnez et al. (1992) and Jewson 

(1 992) for Slephanodiscus. Appendix 1, Fig. 7a-e shows a crumpld auxospore 

(a), the intemal part of a hemispherical cell(42 pm) and a large post initial cell 

(Appendix 1, Fig. 8a) with one fully developeâ vaive with 5 rimoportulae. Note in 

the Appendix 1, Fig. l e  the large diikrence in size between the smaller mother 

cell and the initial hemispherical cell. Notabk characteristics of the immediate 

preauxospore cells were: smaller mean diameter, an elongation of the 

pervalvar axis, thidceneci marginal fultoportulae, small central area and only 1 

rimoporhila. The immadiate post initial cell had larger diameter, wider central 

zone, exüemely fine costae stnidure with 1-2 costae between the costae 

bearing fultoportulae, and 5 or more rimoportulae. This developmental stage is 

very reminiscent of the morphology of specimens that would be identifiecl as C. 

bodanica v. bodanica. Marginal fultoportulae and thickened costae or 

"Schattenlinen" were not as pronounceci and they are often difficult to disœm in 

large specimens. The dinerence in thidrness between thidc and thin wstae was 

not as apparent in large specimens as it was in the smaller, older specimens. 

This is sirnilar to the case of the spedes identifid as C. plenclonka and C. 

socialis noted previously in Chapter 2 as having no 'Schattenlinien" or barely 

discernable thickened costae. The costae thickness as with other features 

appears to Vary with size and the developmental stage of the spedmens. 

Appendix 1, Figs. 2a-h depict various developmental stages of the 

formation of the auxospore. The developing zygote (Appendix 1, Fig. 2c) has 
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fluted edges on one side and a furaier expanded auxospore (Appendk 1, Fig. 

2d) shows signs of the siliceous cell wall development aithough it is still 

somewhat wrÏnkled. Once the auxospore has a siliœous wall it sheds its organic 

envelope (Appendk 1, Figs. 2f and 2g). The empty partially developed 

auxospores are not round but variab in shape as seen in Appendix 1, Figs. 2e 

and 2h. The ske difierence from the m a l e  parent œlls to initial cells was 

approximately 3 times, moi female parent cells -36 times the sire of the indial 

cells. Male cells developing into male gametangia (Appendk 1, Figs. 3a & 3b) 

were a r i e  bigger (approxirnately 0.5 times of the sue of the auxospore). 

However, before the gametes were released the gametangium grew to a size of 

40 pm by 23.8 pm before spling to release the gametes (Appendk 1, Fig. 3c). 

Clone O1 3WB grown in a more nutrient rich medium (RWC) developed a much 

hig her biomass of smaller vegetative cells, some of which produœd short chains 

(Appendix 1, Fig 3d). 

Auxospores and vegetative ceIl production varied in al1 media (Fig. 3-1). 

The ratio of auxospoms to vegetative cells varied from O to a maximum of 0.06. 

Such low ratios of auxospoms to vegetative œlb suggest the reason they are 

not &en seen in nature and often may be missed in core samples. The cell walls 

of the initial cells are not very strongiy silicified and therefore also not very 

durable. 

SEM micrognphs of specimens from the auxospore producing clone 

01 3WB in WBWC= Lake West Blue WC' medium show some interesting resuks 

(Appendix 1, Fig. la-f). The auxospore with no siliceous stnicture appears 
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crumpied when dried br SEM (Appendix 1, Fig. 7a). The auxospore with one 

partially developed siliceous hemispherical valve and a completely developed 

hemispherical valve partially awered by a membrane (Appendix 1, Fig. Tb). In 

Appendix 1. Fig. 7c,d and Fig. 8a the hemispherical valves have several 

nmoporhilae (arrowed), a very large central area and many irregularly placed 

central fultoportulae Hile the smallet, older cells have only two rimoportulae, 

and a smaller central zone. The mantie fubporhilae have only one wsta (rarely 

twa) between the costae bearing the fubpoitulae (Appendix 1, Fig. Id). There 

was little branching of aie costae in the hemispherical cells but a high degree of 

branching (particulariy ont0 the mantie) in the smaller vegetative cells (Appendix 

1, Fig. 7f and 8f). An elongation of the mantie region with addition of extra 

pleurae to the girdle area occurred in smaller vegetative cells in both the 0 1  3WB 

auxospore producing culhire (Appendix 1, Fig. 8d) and the natural auxospore 

producing population from Toolik Lake (Appendix 1, ûf). A similar pattern can be 

seen in the SEM'S of initial cells and parent cells h m  the natural auxospore 

pmducing population from Toolik Lake (Appendix 1, Fig . 1 Oa-f). Appendix 1, Fig . 

6a-f depicts both intemal and extemal stnidure of vaives of specimens h m  

clone 013WB and a girdle view of done 008EB from East Blue Lake showing 

fine structure and fairfy heavy si ficification. 

Several centric diatom auxospores have overlapping silica scales 

reinforcing their outer wall, originally thought to be formed in a simiiar fashion to 

those of the Synuraceae (Round. 1982) but lately discovered to be more closely 

related to testate amoebe in their formation (Crawford 1974,1975; Hoops and 



Floyd 1979, Schmidt l984.1994). Cmeneghiniana KWngi (Hoops and Floyd 

1979) seems to be the only freshwater œntric that does fwm scaks. Scales 

were not present in the auxospores the C. bodanr'uza/iadiosa cornplex studied 

here or for other sWes of fieshwater taxa studieâ such as: S. hantzschii 

Gninow (Kling 1 992), S. niagame Ehrenb. (Edlund and Stoermer 1 Qgl), S. 

yeilowstonensis Theriot and Stoemer (pers. obser.), S. neoaslreea Hgkansson 

and Hickel (Jewson 1992) or Aulacoseiira henogii (Lemmennann) Simonsen 

(Jemon et al. 1993). Schmidt (1984). h m  her work on Thalassiosim and 

previous work by former researchers on a few spccies. have indicated that 

auxospores stay attached to the mother cell wall in cenaic diatoms. This 

generalization may be tnie for some of the taxa studied to date but it was not 

bue for al1 large Stephanodiscus species or for the taxa studied here. Accordhg 

to Jewson (1992). the valves of male parent cells remained attached to the 

spermatogonium for a period of time as it swek to a larger sire M o r e  breaking 

open and releasing the male gametes. In C. meneghiniana from a Lake 

Winnipeg marsh, the male gametangium developed a tube off the girdle bands 

through which the gametes were released (Fig. 3-2). In clone 013W the male 

gametangia were 22-24 pm by 40 pm in size. The vahres were shed and the 

gametangia slit to release the male gametes. The mother cell vahres did not 

remain attached to the oogonium and their size was 25-28 pm. Auxospore sire 

ranged from 32 p m  in immature cells to 49 pm. 



Fig. 3-1. Percentage of auxospores produced in 013WB and Toolik clones in 

various media. The greatest auxospore pioduction, dead frustules and 

vegetative cells production occuned in the gwc' (Green Lake water WC') in both 

clones. ûther media were WC' (Red Rier water W), wbwc'(VVest Blue water 

WC'), tdwc'(Trout Lake water WC') and twc8(Toolik water WC'). 



Toolik 
clone 



Fig. 3-2. Drawing representing the various formations of auxospores among 

several genera and species of œntric diatoms including Cycloe/la 

bodanicaliradiosa compex. Male gametangia for C. meneghiniana and C. 

bodanidradiosa cornplex are indicateâ by the anows. 
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Gidie band morphoiogy 

A single diatom hstule consists of an epivahre and hypovalve joined by 

their associateci girdle bands. The girdle reg ion consists of the epicingulum. 

girdle bands associated with the epivaive, and the hypochgulum and girdle 

bands associated with the hypovalve. These bands al lw for the expension of 

the pervaivar axis of the siliceous wall, wiai overiapping girdle bands that slide 

apart like a telescope to accommodate the development of new valves and 

bands during cell division. Until recantiy, these features have not usually been 

included in taxonomie or morphological studies . 

In C. bodanica/mdiosa frustule shape is cylindrical in girdle view and 

circular in valve view (Appendix 1 Fig. 6 a-f ). Normally three girdle bands 

comprise the epicingulum. but four and sometimes more can be found (Appendix 

1. Fig. 8 a,d,e (013WB clone) and f (Toolik clone)). Once the epicingulum has 

attained at least three bands the hypovaivocopula b norrnally visible (Appendix 

1. Fig. 6e). The complete fnwtuk of C. bodanicahmdiosa cornplex specimens 

consists of an epitheca and hypotheca connected by the cingulum. which 

generally consists primarily of three girdle bands (a vaivocopula and two pleurae) 

of a series of 3 up to 9 bands: a valvocopula and two pleurae are the most 

common. The 3 bands are joined to one valve and remain together through 

sequential divisions. The usual pattern is 1 vahrocopula, a copula with no pores 

and 2 - several pkurae. 

The girdle area generally receives Iittle attention in taxonomy of these 



taxa. Gide bands are depicteâ in Appendà 1. Fis. 4b. 6e.f. 8a,d.e,f, 14d,e,f, 

18c, and 23f. Several stuâies have rnenüoned girdle band morphology in the 

genus Cycloeiia. These have dealt wiîh eiiher CydoteIIa in the C-meneghiniana 

complex (Desikachary & Rao 19?3), C. sbietM'mIis complex (Lange and 

Syvettsen 1989) and C. choctawhatchmana Prasad et al. (Prasad et al 1990). 

Round (1 WO,l W2a, 1 W2b) shows girdle band morphology of some specÏes of 

Cyclotelia as well as Stephanodiscus. Fryxell et al. (1981) and Syvertsen and 

Hasle (1984) indicate, fmm their study of the fieatrrres in the genus 

Thalassiosim, mat g irdle band morpholog y has taxonomic sig nifmnce. However, 

Desikachary and Rao (1973) found that the number of gidle bands varied with 

valve diameter (increase in girdle band number conelated with smaller valve 

diameter) in C. meneghiniana. Kling (1992) *und girdle band number 

particubdy increased in the small pre-auxospore celk of S. hantzschii 

Prasad et al (1990) used several girdk band features to dflerentiate 

between C. striata and C. choctawhatcheeana. The girdle features considered 

important in previous studies were: the position of the vahrocopula in relation to 

the mande, the number of girdle elements. the piesence of absence of ligulae, 

and the alignment of the band openings of the epivahre and the hypovalve. 

Studies have found that morphology of various elements of the girdle bands hold 

taxonomic infbnnation in some taxa; e.g. the fimbriae on the vahrocopula of the 

raphid valve of Cocconeis are species specif~c Makarova (1980). (Mann 1982). 

and Krarnmer (1980) suggested that the Qngulum as well as other band 
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structure should be considered more in taxonomie studies. McMiilan and 

Johansen (1 988) reported changes in the cingulum of Thalassiosira decipiens 

with salinity. Most of the reports regarding the cingulum have been in relation to 

size reduction and this has been primarity relateci to number of intenabry bands. 

The cingulum fmm a C. badank&iiadiosa matun epitheca is mlativeiy simple 

compared to that of many of the genus thalassiosira. A detailed study of the 

g idle band structures in several specimens of C. bodanicahadiosa mm plex 

showed this area to be consenrabive, with only subtle difFemnœs seen at some 

g rowth stages. 

Conclusions 

The life cyde of this prominent freshwater œntric diatom (Cyclotella 

bodanic&diosa) in north temperate boreal and arctic lakes, which is difficult to 

keep under laboratory conditions, has not been well studied. However, this 

chapter induded a summary of cunent information on auxospore formation in 

cent& diatoms. a prelirninary description of auxospore production and the life 

cycle of C. bodanica/Tadiosa under naairal and culture condüons and a review 

and documentation of the girdle band stnicture. 

Accompanying the sue regeneration and subsequent size decrease there 

is a progression in valve morphological development (allometry). Small celk of 

an aging population exhibit dinerent characteristics than large young juvenile 

cells: for example 1-2 rimoporhilae, a small central zone, several costae between 
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the wstae bearing fultoportulae, increased number of girdle bands, and fbw 

aredae and fultoportulae in the central area am typical of the small old cells 

while large cells fmm a juvenile population have a wide central zone, a large 

number of central areolae and fultoportulae. 5 or more rÏmoportulae, only one 

costa between the costae bearing man* fultoporhilae and a short mantle and 

girdle zone with few aredae between the mantie edge and the mantie 

fubporhilae. Much of the variation found depended on cell sire which intum 

relates to a growth stage or age of the cell. 

The empty male and female gametangia have a distindly different 

morphology and should not to be confuseci with each other. Size, shape and 

structure of male and female gametangia in centric diatoms may provide 

important insight into species differentiation and phylogeny. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CycIofeII' bod.nicdmdiosa Cornplex: A Morphometrio Study 

Distinguishing morphologîcal bahires of the Cydolella bodanica/mdiosa 

complex were found to be highly dependent on valve diarneter (sue). The mode 

of character variation (allometric or isometric) varied among populations. Some 

character variation independent of size was also identified. Features. 

traditionally used in taxonomy to separate spedes, did not separate any of the 

populations of C. bodanica/mdiosa cornplex. Cyclotella bodanica Grunow v. 

bodanica Gninow, C. bodanica v. lemmica (O. MLiller ex Schroter) Bachmann. 

C. bodanica amis Gninow, C. mdiosa (Grunow) Lemmemann and C. 

ptaetetmissa Lund can al1 be considered synonyrns based on this morphornetric 

analysis of the characten traditionalty considered to separate them. No single 

character or group of characters was found that distinctly and consistentiy 

separateci any particulai population from the others. 

Introduction 

Hgkansson (1 988) and Kling and H6kansson (1 988) qualitatively studied 

morphological variation of species and foms they placed infonnally into the 

CycIoteIIa bodenics/radiosa complex. As a group, these taxa have the following 

features in common: a central area with Scatfered to mdially omamented 
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loculate areolae and fuitoportulae (surrounded by 2-3 satellite pores). the 

remainder of the valve face is omamented wiüi radiating striae. branching ont0 

the margin with "Schattenlinien" thickened costae, behnreen ahreolar openngs 

bearing marginal fultoportulae surrounded by two satellite pores (H4kansson and 

Carter 1990). One to several costae ocair between the thickened costae 

beanng a fultopomila. One to several rimoportulae "fiammende Punkte" 

(Hustedt 1930) are situateci on the valve face between the marginal costae and 

the central area. 

Many species and varieties have varying combinations of these general 

features common to the C. bodanicaltadiosa complex. Hakansson (1 986) 

examined type matenal of the C. bodanka/cornta complex which included C. 

bodanica Gninow ex Eulenstein, C. comta (Ehr.) Kûtzing, C. comta var. affins 

Grunow, C. affins Grunow (M6ller slide collection no. 144), C. -ta var. 

glabnuscula Gninow and ActinocycIus heheticus Bnin. In this paper she 

describes the three varieties of Cydoella bod8nka which are cited comrnonly in 

the Merature: C. bodsnica Gnin. var. bodanica from Bodensee sediments which 

is the nominate variety, C. bodanica var. eflcnis Grunow from Carcon, California 

(separated h m  the nominate variety by its smaller dimensions) and C. bodanica 

var. lemanica (O. Muller ex Schister) Bachmann 1903 h m  Genfersee 

(separated from aie nominate variety by the strongly convex and concave central 

area containing finer linearly arranged amlae) (Hgkansson 1988; Hdkansson in 

Krammer and Lange-Bertalot 1991). HAkansson (1986) indicated that the correct 
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name for C. cornta (Ehr-) KOtzing is Cydoeh m d b a  (Grunow) Lemmermann. 

However, Hakansson in Krammer and Langc-Bertalot (199l) rnentioned that the 

vatiety C-bodanica var. lemaniCa (above) is possibly not diftèrent h m  C. 

bodanica var- afinis Grun. or Cydotella radhosa (Grun) Lemmemian from 

Mondsee, Austria and al1 its synonyms (C. mmta var. mdiosa Gninaw in Van 

Heurck 1882. etc.). Another kss common taxon (e-g. C. praefemissa Lund. 

from Belham Tarn) varies only in its mucilaginous colonial habit and C. 

plancionica Bninnthaler varies in its lack of "Schattenlinien" in large specimens 

and slightly lower maximum sire (Houk 1991). Houk (1 991) found hemispherical 

cells with a maximum œll sire of 36-37 pm and a distinct thickening of some 

costae becoming more apparent in œlls in the srnaller sire range in a population 

taken from the Tarn Male Hincovo Pleso. He found these organisms to be 

identical to two taxa previously describeci as C. sociais Schutt and C. 

planctonica Brunnth. 

Although the taxa dealt with here share the previously mentioned 

features, variation of the general featums within the group rnakes species 

identifidon difficult. lndividuals of the com plex may differ considerably from 

one another within and between populations. Kling and Hhnsson (1 988) 

suggested that some variation may pwib ly  be associated with ecological 

variation andlor sue of the specimen. 

Stephanodiscus Ehmnberg and some Cydostephanos Round species 

present similar taxonomie problems, in that a parücular distribution of features 
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cornmon to al1 can diagnose individual species. In those genera, morphometric 

analysis has proven to be an efkcüve tool for speQes discrimination (Thend and 

Stoenner 1 W4b. 1 984c, 1988; Theriot and Bradbury 1989). Morphornetric 

analysis has been suitabk for identifying suites of featuies that cavary with 

environmental fadors (Theriot and Stoermer 19û4a; Theriot 1987; Theriot et al. 

1988b). Hem, a similar appmach was useâ to test wnent taxonomie 

discriminations based on morphological dusters in the C. bodanicdradiosa 

cornplex. The main purpose of this investigation was to identify morphological 

variability related to size andlor environmental parameters in an attempt to 

discover whether or not currently named taxa within the C. bodanica/mdiosa 

corn plex can be quantitatively disting uished. This investigation was based 

primarily on œntric diatom populations that were studied by Hakansson (1 988) 

and Kling and Hakansson (1988). alaiough where pichires of type material were 

available the measurernents of visible diacritical features were included in the 

analysis. Tradiaonally, a variety of morphological characters have been used to 

separate C. mdîosa fram C. bodanica var. lemanka, C. bodanica var. affinis and 

C. bodanica var. bodanica. These characters include such features as the sue 

of the valve, the number of punctate romr between coatae and the number of 

wstae between marginal stnmed processes, width of the central area, and 

distance of the fimopomilae from the marginal costae. 
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Mataririls and Methods 

Light and scanning electron microscopie examination was perbnned on 

samples from 28 assemblages (4 European. 24 North American) (Table 4-1). 

The location of the North American populations induded in this analysis are 

included in Fig. 4-1 which shows the distribution of C. bodankahdiosa 

populations confirmeci using a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). Aliquots of 

samples were cleaned in hydrogen peroxide and potassium dichromate, dried on 

coverslips and rinsed in distilled water. Aliquofs of undeaned sample were also 

dried on coverslips and nnwd in distiiled water. Coverslips for light microswpy 

(LM) were mounted on glass slides in Hyrax, those for SEM were attached to 

aluminum stubs and coated with gold. All material is housed at the Freshwater 

Institute, Winnipeg, Canada. 

Following the rationale established in earlier studies for Stephanodiscus 

(Theriot 1987). features were chosen for measurement if previous investigators 

attribut& taxonomic importance to them anaor if they descnbed aspects of 

overall fom with econorny and low redundancy. The featums and their 

mnemonic abbreviations are shom in Fig. 4-2. A summary of morphornetric 

data can be found in Table 4-2. 

Morphological tem used hem are defined by Anonymous (1075) and 

Ross et al. (1 979). The various tenns and abbreviaüons can be found in the 

g lossary . 
Measurements on al1 features were made from a Scanning Electron 
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Microscope (SEM) diredly or from SEM miciographs. exœpt where additional 

cells were monitored for polymorphism and measured for DIA. WCEN = 

WCEMR (used interchangeably). NRIBMRG and NMSP in the IigM microscope 

(LM). Some fieatures were m a s u d  on a continuous scale (e.g. diameter) while 

others (e.g. number of ro~onal ly  syrnmetrk elements) were represented as 

absolute numbers (e.g. total number of elements amund the valve). Interior and 

exterior views were used; there was incomplete overlap in the features between 

the two views. Some features. such as number of areolae below the mantle 

s W e d  process. could only k distinguished in one view (mis in the exterior 

view) and have no analogue in the other view. ûther features (total number of 

punctae in the antre: exterior) could be more finely divided in another view (total 

number of loculate aredae and total number of central area fultoportulae: 

interior) and recombined to match the other (NALLHL) in a combined data set of 

interior and exterior views. That is, analyses were made of interior, exterior and 

combinecl data sets. A total of 15 charaders were measured on the interior or 

exterior views (Iisted in Fig .4-2 and explained in the gloesary). Selected 

specimens of published type material were also measund and included in the 

data set. A total of 566 specimens was measured, 195 included al1 parameters 

in the combined view. and 75 included al1 features found on the exterior view. 

The remainder had some feature obscured or indiscernable and therefore only 

features aiat could be counted or measured in LM (8.g. DIA. WCENTR, NMSP. 

NLP where possible NRIB34 or NRIBMRG) were included. 



Table 4-1. List of plot codes, regions and sources of samples used in this study. 

Abbreviatons: W- North West, M= North West Territofles, ELA= 

Experimental Lakes Area, SAQ= Saqvacjuac, F M =  Freshwater Biological 

Association, LTER= Long Tenn Ecological Research, NOLSS= Northwestem 

Ontario Lake Sire Series, IBP= International Biological Program, LRTAP= Long 

Range Transport of Atmospheric Particles, USW= United States Fish and 

Wildlife, FWl= Freshwater Institute, MTN=mountains, EL= Island, ASLO= 

American Society of Limnology and Oœanography. 
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Fig. 41. A map showing shaded squares marking areas where populations of 

the Cyclotella bodanica/mdiosa cornplex have been confinneci by scanning 

electron microscope examination. Specirnens from 24 of the lakes were used in 

the morphometric study. Study bkes are indicated by their plot code letter (refer 

to captions in Tabk 61). Numbers indicate additional locations of C. 

bodanica/radiosa cornplex. 





Fig. 4-2. The features rneasured and their mnemonic abbreviations. WCEN = 

WCENTR in sorne figures. Abbreviations are explained in more detail in the 

g lossary. 





Table 4-2. Cyclotella bodanic~iossa m a n  morphornetric data. Abbreviations 

are as follows: PLTCD= plot code, DIA= Diameter (pm), WCENLAM=VVidth of 

central lamina (pm), WRGLAM= widal of marginal lamina (pm), WCENTR= 

\Nidth of the central area (pm), NCSP3= Number of central fMoporhilae with 3 

satellite pores, NCSP2= Number of central futtoportulae with 2 satellite pores, 

NCAR= Number of central areolae, NBIGHL= Number of big holes (outside 

view), NSMLHL= Number of small holes (outside view). W H L =  Total number 

of holes in the central area, NRIBI 2= Number of ribs (costae) a 1/2 the cell 

diameter, NRIB34= Number of ribs at 3/14 of the cell diameter, NRlBMRG= 

Number of ribs at the margin. NMSP= Number of mantle fultaportulae (strutted 

processes), NLP- Number of labiate processes (rimopomilae), WCENDIA= 

Wdth of the central area divided by the diameter, DENHLCEN= ûensity of holes 

in the central area. DENMSP= Density of mantle stnitted processes, XDlSTLP= 

Mean distance of the labiate process from the margin. XNARMSP= mean 

number of areolae from the margin to the rnantie strutted process, DENAR= 

Density of areolae on the valve face between the margin and the central area, 

BRNDXTOT=Total branching index(NRIBMRGMRIB12), BRNDXOUT= 

Branching at the margin (NR18MRGINRIB34). BRNDXIN- Branching on the 

valve face (NRIB34/iURIB12), RBMRGMSP = ratio of marginal ribs(costae) to 

mantle fubporbilae, RB34MSP- Radio of ribs at 314 valve to the mantle 

futtopomilae, RB34MRG= ratio of ribs at 3/4 valve to marginal ribs. 
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Fig. 4-3. Combined extemal-internal Principal Component Analysis (PCA 1,2,3). 

(a) PCAl vs PCA2. (b) PCA2 vs PCA3, (c) PCAl vs (Dia) Diameter. Each 

letter indicates a single specimen from the population coded to this letter. The 

coding is located in Table 4-1 under heading PLTCD = Plot code. 





Table 4-3. Principal component analysis of the pooled comlation matrix of 6 

charaders from combined views from 195 specimens of Cyclofella 

&odanica/mdiosa in Europe and North America. 



Table 4-8 ~nncipd cornpanent anaiysis of the pooled correlation rnatrix of 6 

Principal component 
variance by cornponents 
percent vaciance 

DIA 
WCENTR 

, NALLHL 
NRiB34 

, NMSP 
XDISTLP 

1 
4.672 
77.6 
-935 
-965 
.878 
,885 
,902 

2 
l ,801 

13.4 
0.308 
. t 01 
-36 1 
.255 

0.1 51 

3 
.242 l 

4.0 
.O28 
.O12 

-.O42 
9,317 
-366 

-706 I 0-69 1 -070 
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The most effecove tool for exploratory diatom morphomeûic anaiysis has 

been principal components anaiysis (PCA), which was speciflcalfy designed to 

study Iineaify ainelateci variables (Hotelling 1033). PCA does not require a p r b i  

diagnosis of groups (here, tara), but can discover morphological dusters mi le 

simultaneously identifying the relative contribution of sue and independent 

sire-ftee components of variation within and among dusters. Principe1 

components were calculated from the correlation rnatrix (Momson 1976) for two 

different data sets: combined interior and exterior views and extemal valve 

views alone. 

Bivariate correlations were also used to examine the relationships 

betvueen various morphometiic features. between features and principal 

camponent axes and between features, axes and environmental parameters. As 

the approach was exploratory, only conelations which were higher than that 

expected in a correlation maûix derived Rom random variables (Bonferroni test) 

were considered significant (Wilkinson 1990). .This typically requires carrelation 

coefficients higher than that required by the usual test (Pe 0.05). 

Resulta and Discussion 

In extemal-plus-intemaCPCA (combined PCA), PCA 1 seems to refiect 

variation associated with variation in cell diameter (Fig. 4-3). Diameter and four 

other features (WCEN = WCENTR, NMSP, NRlB34, NALLHL. XDISTLP) were 

positiiely loaded on PCAl (Table 4-2) and the first four features were also 

strongly correlated with diameter (e.g. Fig. 4-3c). Rie PCAl axis accounts for 

77.9% of the variation in the data set Although not stricUy a size axis, PCAl 
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does seem to raRect variation that might be expected to aceompany size 

reduction in a cell lineage and so can be thought of as "removing" or 

"standardizing" s-men sire. XDlSTLP was the leeQt stmngly refated to DIA 

on the PCAl, whik having a high negatiw standaiduecl score on PCA2. The 

PCA2, which comprisecl oniy 13.4% of the variation among specimens, was not 

highiy correlated with DIA and therefore can be interpreted as comprising 

charader variation independent of size. The third axes (4%) is also not 

correlated with diameter and both axes can be Imsely thought of as represenüng 

variation in specimens independent of their site or as a cornparison of 

specimens "standardizedu for size. Together ?CA2 and PCA3 (combined views) 

do not provide any dqree of segrqation or incomplete separation of 

populations (Fig. 4-3b). Such cornparisons of size and sua-free axes typically 

provide the best opportunity for species discrimination in morphometnc studies 

(Bookstein et al. 1987). 

In the extemalonly-PCA (Fig. 44), PCAI seems to represent size as it 

alone arnong al1 other major axes has a significant contribution by diameter 

(Table 44). However, only 60% of the variation of the extemal data set is 

accounted for by the first axis. XDISTLP, XNARMSP and DENAR, which are 

weakly conelated with the PCA1, have moâerately high standardirecl scores on 

the PCA2 (XDISTLP, XNARMSP) and PCA3 (DENAR) and thetefore the majority 

of their variation c m  be viewed as sue free, atthough these PC axes accounted 

for oniy 29% of the variation in the data. Each letter signifies a population fmm a 

lake. Only a hint of (incomplete) separation is obtained (e.g. Fig.44c, Spring 

Lake (1)) based on the first and third PCA axes. This inditates that there is no 



Table 44. Principal component analysis of the pooled correlation matrix of 9 

characters from the extemal view h m  75 specimens of Cyclotelle 

bodanica/mdiosa in Europe and Norai Arnerica. 



Table AQ 

+ 
C haracter Component Loadings 



Fig. 44. Memal view only Principal Component Analysis (PCAl ,2, 3). (a) 

PCAI vs PCA2. (b) PCA2 vs PCA3. (c) PCA3 vs PCAI. Each latter indicates a 

single specimen from the population coded to this letter. The cuûing is located in 

Tabk 4-1 under heading PLTCD = Plot Code. 





F ig. 4-5. This is a diagramatic plot of a species (A) with allometric variation of a 

rotational elernent (Y) with size (X) and the same parameters in species (B) wïth 

isometric vanation of Y with X (Fig. 5a). Figure 5a demonstrates the ratio YB< 

with X under both allometric (A) and isometric (B) variation. (Appended from 

Theriot 1988). As can be seen from Fig. &Sb, Y is correlated with X (size) but in 

a cuivilinear fashion under isometric conditions. For exampk, two species of the 

same size may have a similar YB< ratios but two specimens of the same species 

differing by a very small amount may have a very diffèrent YB( ratio and 

appearanœ due to the cunrilinear relationship. 





Fig. 4-6. Variation of NRIB34, NMSP and DIA with one another. (a) Nurnber of 

costae at 3/4 valve (NRIB34) vs diameter (DIA) f = 0.45; (b) NRlB34 vs NMSP f 

= 0.45; (c) number of marginal fuitoporhilae (NMSP) vs (DIA) f = 0.44;(d) ratio of 

NR1834 to NMSP (RB34MSP = NRB34MMSP) vs DIA f = 0.18. 95% 

confidence limits are indicated. 





Fig. 4-7. Mean distance of the rimoportulae (XDISTLP) vs Diameter (DIA) for 

Spnng Lake (l), L382 (A), LI49 (L), Nipigon (N), and Green Lake (G). All lines 

here have sig nificantly different slopes and intercepts. See Table 4-5. 



DIA 



F ig. 4-8. (a) Plot of the total dksolved phosphorus (TDPUGL) pg/L vs mean 

distance of the labiate process (XDISTLP). Line W significant (R2 z.106, Pe.001) 

. (b) TOPUGL vs diameter (DIA). Lines indicate 95% confidence limits. Line is 

not significant. 
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segregation of any of these populations based on the cornmon rnorphometric 

fisatures useâ in speci-es discrimination within this cornplex- 

These results m g i y  suggest that the fèatures previousiy cited as k i n g  

taxonomicaliy important do not discriminate quantitative morphological dusters in 

the C. bodanicahadioss compkx. A possible criticism is that charaders such as 

the number of costae btlween marginal sWed processes have not been 

diredy included. This ratio (i-e. NRB34NMSP) is, however, inditedly contained 

in the data as total number of costae at 314 vaive and total number of marginal 

stnitted processes) and is anaiyzed in mulovariate space. Ratios are, in fkt, to 

be avoided in morphometric studies, partïwlariy in centric diatoms (Fig. 45a,b) 

(Theriot 1 Q88), if only because they rarely obtain their implied or explicit goal of 

standarduhg one variable by another (usuaiiy sue). Some examples are cited 

here in an attempt to give further insight into the nature of variation of diatom 

features. 

One example is the relationship between the number of costae and 

number of marginal sfnrtted processes (NRIB34 and NMSP). The NRIB34 and 

the NMSP are cornlateci (Fig. 4-6b) which reflects their mutual correlation with 

DIA (Fig.Ua, M c  ). The ratio (NRIBSI)/(NMSP) ici -if conelated with 

NRIB34, NMSP. and DIA (Fig.4-6â) across specimens rneasured. At one end of 

the continuum in the custae/fUitoportulae ratio is the condition of C. mdiosa (ca. 

>4/1) (e.g. Appendix 1, smaller celb Fig. l3f Tule Lake, Fig. 20ad Lake Nipigon 

and Fig. 12e.f Spring lake specimens) and at the other end is the condition of C. 
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bodania (ca. 21) (e-g. Appendbc 1, large cells, Fg. 4e.f Lake Supefior, Fig lOc, 

Toolik, Fig. 17alb, and f. Fox Lake smmens, etc.). Given this observation, it is 

not surprising that diatoms idenofied as C. r a d i i  are typically smaller than 

those identifted as C. bodanica. In oaier words, there are not two characters 

separating these spacies (diameter and ratio of costadmarginal fuftoporhilae) 

but a continuum of sue and sue related allomeoic changes in morphology. 

Similady. the distanœ of the rimoportula (XDISTLP) fram the marginal zone is 

used as a taxonomie character. honiever, only some of ib variation reflects 

differences in sue (Fig. 4-7). and some the enviionment (Figs.4-8a.b and4-9). A 

portion must also be genetic but has not k e n  dealt with in this study. 

Simply. allometric gmwth means that smaller specimens will not look like 

larger specimens mereiy made smaller. It seems likely that allornetric changes 

in diatom morphology may aroficially reinforce qualitative "Gestalt" (mughly 

translated as charader rnakeup) views about differences between "taxan. 

Another criticism is that some m e t  feature which contributes to the spcies 

'GestaK' has not been defined in this analysis. But previous authors have also 

not beable to defined such features. 

Analysis of the relative proportions of the central area further reveals not 

only the e f k t  of alkmetry, but differenœs in mean population allametries 

themselves. C. bodanica var. bodania and C. bodanica vat. af15nis have been 

distinguished on the basis of the relative proportions of the œntral area. This 

study has found there to be a size related component to variation in proportion of 



Fig. 4-9. Plot of mean suspended nitrogen (SUSN) against mean values for 

XDISTLP. Each letter is the plot code of the population. R2 = 0.462 at P*0.05. 





Fig. 4-10. Oiagrams of the allometric (a) and isometric (b) variation of WCENTR 

(width of the central area) vs DIA (diameter). 



Width of Centre 



the central area and diameter and that the pafticulars of covariaüon (intercept 

and dope of regrassions) may be significantiy diffeiwit from one lake 

assemblage to the next Figure 4 -10 is a diagrammatic mpmsentation of the 

efféct that different allomeûies have on the general appearance of a cell in the 

cornplex. Isometric change does occur in the populations (Fig. 4lOa). Here 

there is no change in appeannœ exœpt for size. However, the proportion of the 

central area decreases more rapidly (allometry) in mer lake assemblages. 

Large specimens of two lakes may look identical, but due to allometiic variation 

in one population and isometric variation in the other, they appear more diffbrent 

as they get smaller ( isometric variation of the central area. Fig. dlOa, Appendix 

1, Fig. 9ad and alIometrit variation of the centre, Fig. 4lOb and Appendix 1, 

Fig .9e-f ). 

In the most extreme cases of vanation in allometty. variation in some 

features appears to be strongly coupled to sire variation in some lakes and 

completely decwpled in othen. In Far lake (Zt) (Saqvaqjuac area NWT, Welch 

et al. l989), WCENTR and NMSP vatied with diameter (Fig. 4-1 1 a, b) to a 

different extent than did NRIB34 (Fig. 4-1 lc). Nearby Spring Lake (1) 

assemblages had four features that wre uncorrelatecl with diameter. On the 

other hand, al1 katures were strongfy correlateci mth diameter in neighbouring 

Hawk Lake (B) (Fig. 4-13). An interesting point to note is that the population in 

Far Lake shwed a high degiee of polymorphîsm for f'eatures that could be 

measured in LM. Le. WCENfR (Fig. 4-14), NRIBMRG and NMSP. The wide 

variation in NMSP that is unrelated to diameter is the feattire which segragates 



Fig. 4-1 1. Plot of (a) width of the centre (WCENTR) ? = 0.96, (b) nurnber of 

mantle strutted process (NMSP) ? = 0.94, and (c) nurnber of nbs a 314 valve 

(NRIB34) vs diarneter (DIA) ? = 0.88 for spechens from Far Lake population. 

P<0,001 





Fig. 4-12. Plots showing the regression lines for five features vs diameter (DIA) 

in a Spring Lake population (1). All féatures, exœpt number of mantie sfrutted 

proœsses (NMSP), were significantly correlatecl wiôi diameter. W t h  of the 

centre (WCENTR) rZ = 0.79; number of holes in centre (NAUHL) f = 0.55; 

number of mantle stnitted processes (NMSP) f = 0.15 (not signifiant); number 

of ribs at 314 (NRIB34) iL = 0.69; mean distance of the labiate process 

(XDISTLP) f = 0.82. Pe.001 





Fig. 4-1 3. Plots showing the regiession lines for five features vs diameter (DIA) 

in the Hawk Lake (B) population. All features were significantly wrrelated with 

diameter. 





Fig. 4-14. A plot of the width of the central area (WCENTR) vs diameter (DIA) 

for specimens h m  a heterovalvate population h m  Far Lake. Identical numben 

indicate opposite valves of the same specimen. Confidence limits t.95 



DIA 



Fig. 415a. b, c, d. Plots show the regmion Iines for Log mean diatanœ of the 

labiate proœss (XDISTLP), Log number of mantle strutted processes (NMSP), 

Log number of holes in the centre (NALLHL), and Log width of the centre 

(WCEN) vs Log diameter for C. bodanicahadiosa complex h m  three European 

lakes. two eutrophic (Snogerholm (S), Teglersee 0 and one oligotrophic 

(Gtundlsee (U)). ' indicates isometric variation of the feature in the ' population. 





Fig. 416a. b, c. Plot of the (a) mean distance of the labiate process (XDISTLP), 

(b) width of the centre (WCENTR) and (c) number of mantk strutted processes 

(NMSP) vs diameter (DIA) for the three European populations induding 

micrographs of specimens from type material (plot d e s  b = 'bodanica". a = 

*affinisn, r = 'radiosa", and c = 'praetennissa" ( labels and a m )  and 

measurements for the Tatra Mountain specimens (s) taken h m  micrographs in 

Houk (1991). Legend for plot codes appear in the figure. 





Spring Lake h m  ather lake assemblages. In general, hawever, NMSP was the 

feature which most &en comlated wioi diameter (typically isometrkally), while 

NALLHL typically valicd allometrically. 

Deviations in growth tmjectory may be reiated in some way to 

devekpment in dinierent environmental conditions, through genetic variation, 

epigenetic (ecophenotypic) variation or both. Eutrophic European lake 

assemblages (Snogerholm (S) and Teglerseem had staasücally 

indistinguishable regression lines for morphometfic features (WCENTR, 

NALLHL, NMSP, XDISTLP), but the oligotmphic Grundlsee (U) assemblage had 

a significantly différent intercept (NALLHL, NMSP and NRIB34) (Table 4 -5, Fig. 

4 4  5). The type material specimens (measurements taken from published 

photos from the Susswi3sser Flora 1991, H&kansson 1986 and Hauk 1992) were 

mixed among spedmens from these three populations (Fig. 4-16). 

Conclusions 

DifFerenœs in allometry and demonstrated features between populations 

may be a result of either environmental or genotypic variation, but this choice 

requires laboratory experiments mai cuttumd ocganisms. As mentioned 

previously, total diooohred phosphorus (TûP) and total suspended nibogen 

(SUSN) were the only two nubient related environmental parameters that 

showed a slight correlation mai morphometry. Even in the laboratory, it may not 

be possible to generate similar rnorphological series if more than one 
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environmental kctor contributes to the variation. Each lake may have its own 

series if a taxon is strongly affieded by rnom than one -or. Very fim diatom 

studies have consideid the efkcts of allometry during ontogeny and the 

connection between ontogeny and systematics. Labofatory studies which will 

further saidy the effecbi of the noted environmntal parameters on valve 

ontogeny a n  usehl but not necessariiy definitive if frustule morphology is a 

mulavanate fundion. It has not k e n  possible in this study to achieve 

morphological discrimination using the charactes purported to discriminate C. 

bodanica var. balanica Grunow, C. bodanica var. affinis Gtunow, C. bodanica 

var. lemanica ( O. Müller ex SchMter) Bachmann, C. radiosa (Gninow) 

Lemmemann and C. praefennrissa Lund. The identity of diatom species has 

been traditionally based on various feaums of the valves and one taxon is 

discriminated from another by "species distinguishing charaders" or features that 

are otherwise categorized as either diagnostic of species or indiviuals. 

Theoreticaliy, there is no reason to pregume such a hierarchy of features, and 

empirically it has been discwered that features in one group are ofkn 

interrelated with those in another group, especialty in cent& diatoms (Theriot 

and Stoermer 7 984; Theriot 1989; Theriot and Serieyssol1994). In short, the 

discriminatory value of a feature by itseif is often not revealed except in the 

context of other features. This has also been found to be tme in the members of 

the C.bodanicdmdios8 cornplex. However, I recognûe that I have only 

established that these commonly used morphological features in the C. 
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bodani&adiosa cornplex cannot unequivocaiiy diaaiminate the nominate taxa. 

I cannot condude whether they might be disahiinated by soma mer feature of 

valve morphology, cytology or caryology. 



Table 4-5. Summary of the regression data for the log values of the five main 

features that were measured on bath valve views far selected lakes fiom four 

major geographic regions. LDIA = Log Diameter, LWCENTR=Log width of the 

centre, LNALLHL= log number of holes in the centre. LNMSP= log number of 

mantle strutted (fuitoportulae) processes , LXDISTLP= log mean distance of the 

labiate (rimoportulae) process, NRIB34= log number of ribs (costae) at 314 of the 

va Ive. 
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CHArnR 5 

Summry and Conclusions 

The ravised nomendature data of validly published specites of this C. 

bOdanica/mdiosa complex indicate that al1 the previously described species and 

varieties fall within the Wo specieg (C. budanka and iîs varieth) and C. radiosa. 

Two taxa (C. belatonis and C. balatonis v. binotata) described in the eariy 19Oû's 

from Lake Balaton, Hungary have been indicated as synonyrns of both species 

(Krammer and Lange-Bertalot. 1991). This, in itsetf, indiCates these taxa can still 

not be adequately separated usng the dassical morphological criteris. The= is 

a high degree of overlap in the characters among the classical species and their 

van'eties. 

The distribution patterns of the C. bodanic&/rdiosa complex as a whole 

has been found to cover a wide range of geographic and environmental 

parameters. Their seasonal distribution tends to range from unimodal to bimoâal 

during open water season in temperate lakes to primarily unimodal in the 

subarctic to arcüc lakes. 

Auxospore produdion was found to Vary with latitude, nnging from late 

fall in the temperate urnes, earfy spring under iœ in Mard in the subarctic, to 

immediately following ice out in late Junelearly July above the Arctic Ciide. The 

Wo isolatd dones produœd auxospores in culture under laboratory conditions. 

however, this insitu auxospore production did not coincide with the occurrence of 



auxospores under natural conditions indicating a possibk mulavariate trigger to 

this process. 

A complete range of old and young cells should be used in species 

diagnosis, as the state of the extemal openings (Kling 1992) as well as the 

number or density of rotational elernents may depend on the growth phase of the 

cell as well as the devekpmental age of the population at the time of sampling. 

The value of sire in diatom taxonomylecology has been under debate since the 

early 19Oû's when papen like Bachmann (191 1) and Nipkaw (1 927) recorded 

periodicity in sizes of certain diatoms. 

Is sire. in species of centric diatoms, related to environment rather than 

regular periods of sire redud0on and auxosporulation and thus indicative of 

climatic changes as suggested by Margalef (1969) when he proposed that the 

variation in skes of species of œntric diatoms be used as an ecological 

indicator? Recently, Round et al. (1990) suggested that we should not put too 

much emphasis on size in diatom systematics 'because diatoms Vary 

enormously in sue during their life cyclen. Traditionally, in œntric diatom 

systematics. sue has been included as a feahire along with mande width, width 

of central area. fiequency of spines and strutted ~~OCBSS, etc. as smes 

distinguishing charactars without regard to how any of these feahires relate to 

one another during aie raduction process unique to the Iife cyde of the diatom. 

Recently more studies have deal mth this aspect of taxonomy and some of the 

confusion sumninding various taxa is slowly being resohred. 
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In diatoms there occun reverse or negative allometry as the progression 

in growth is fiom large to small. It may be important to cansider this unique 

growth feature for diatoms in size stmstnidured food chan studies as many diatom 

taxa are major food organisms in food w b s  ofaquatic systems. Perhaps, they 

should not be lumpad among other uniœllular organisms with respect to their 

ontogeny or physiology. A correction for sue within a s~eclks may be especially 

important when physiologists are using diatoms as experimental organisms (Le. 

small cells often reproduœ at a fastet rate than large œlls). Therefore sire 

changes over the diatom I i  cycle may be an important factor in food chah 

studies involving primary production, nutrient debt and growth rate 

measurernents. 

Morphometric analysis (chapter 4) of the Cyclote//a bodanicdradiosa 

cornplex indicates that the majority of the frustule variability found was related to 

sire and negative allometry. However, the alometric traiedories of the varbus 

morphometric charaders vafieci considerably between populations. Differences 

in allometry seen may be either ecophenotypic or genotypic or a combination of 

the two. This merits further testing through more culhire wouk using a large 

number of clonal isolates from a variety of different population. 

Future diatom taxonomic studies should consider the effects of allometry 

and size during ontogeny. 

This thesis has dealt with sue in cemc diatoms and the changes in 

various traditional "species distinguishing charactemm during the dynamic 
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pmcess of vahre morphogenesis and allornetry during ontogeny giving some 

specific exampks. Morphomctnc anatysis has pmen to be an effective 

comparative tool in centric diatom taxonomy (see chapter 4) in that it allows for 

the decomposition of feature variation into charactem. In this study none of the 

classical characters or set of characters separated or segregated any population 

or sets of populations although they initialiy had been separated into a several 

species and varieties. 

The most important cornponent in the taxonomy of Cycloella 

bodanica/radiosa complex is the variation of the classical rnorphometric katures 

tenned species adistinguishing chamcters' in identification. Most of them were 

either allometric or isometrically associated wiai cell s h .  Allometric possibilities, 

taken from Gould (1966) who deak with allometry h m  a positive aspect 

(changes in sire as the organism inmases in size), can be rnodiRed to include 

the negative aspects of shape and size as seen in diatom cell sire rsduction 

during ontogeny. There are certain shape atterations that are mechanically 

required by size reducdion. These changes in absdute magnitude irnply a 

change in shape. The adaptive neœssity of trying to maintain constant area to 

volume ratios can oniy be done by changing shape. Solutions occur which 

would preserve the integrïty of the diatom as a result of differential demase in 

diameter. These are conesponding differenüal decreases in complicatd 

structures such as valve areolar pattern. branching of ribs, and conœntric 

undulation. Any changes in shape without changes in the complicated valve 
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structures mentioned above woukl muR in elongation and attenuation in the 

girdle reg ion ( e.g. man* depth changea with increase in num ber of girdle 

bands). This is seen in the smal C. bodanWmdios8 œlb but Es more 

pronounced in sorm m e r  taxa, Le. S. hanfzsaha (Ming 1992) as they mach a 

minimum diameter and struggle to maintain a viable surface to volume raso. 

WRIi auxospore formation. whether in a donal culture or in a lake 

population, the Iite cyde ( h m  minimum sire to maximum and back) is complete. 

In the culture, it was possible to observe more of these cells as well as aberrant 

cells or the cells that WOU# become edind lt is important to note that these 

aberrant cells were also enwuntered in the natuml state, although they more 

apparent in cultures. Even in nature only a small portion of a population 

becomes semal and regenerates in size. Probably the reason this phase is not 

often observed in nature is that these species usually make up a srnaIl portion of 

the total biomass in a lake. Centric diatoms are high quality food for zooplankton 

and large numbers of œlls will be eaten and sediment out of the water column 

naturally or in fml  material. Tnry œlls as well as abnomial cells a n  often better 

representeâ in sediment samples than in whok water samples. Aberrant cells 

also become more apparent in the populations of smaller cell size regardless of 

the environmental conditions. 

Nurnber of rirnoporhilae (NLP) was correlated with sue and dund to be 

highly polymorphic in many populations. This was especially apparent in 

samples from Far Lake and Fox Lake. The greatest number of NLP was 5-6 in 
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the Fox Lake specimens at maximum size range. With size redudkn the 

number dropped quiddy to 5 or 4 and then decreased more slawly to 3.2 and 1. 

No valves wem ever found with O rimoporhrla. 

The mantle depth may Vary during the division phase. It is namwest 

diredly afker a cell d ~ d e s  and deepest just before the next division. In some 

species (e.g. S. henfzschri) mantle size also changes significantly as the cell 

diameter decreases. Perhaps, in order to maintah a certain surface area to 

volume ratio, the cells became very elongate, 1.5 to 2 tÏmes longer than wide 

(Kling 1992). Examples of this mantle elongation were found in done O1 3WB 

end Toolik Lake spedmens where there was a large increase in number of girdle 

bands in smaller cells. The density of rnantle areolae changed very Iittle in this 

case and did not become larger or more elongate as was the case in some 

species of Stephanodiscus such as S. hantzschii (Kling 1992). The mantle 

areolae from the base of the fultoportula to the edge of the margin varied 

considerably, ranghg beîween 1 and 9 areolae with a mean of 5, in the C. 

bodanicdmdiosa cornplex. The numkr of aredae between costae (NARRIB) 

has also been used to disünguish the various species. Howaver, there was found 

to be a lot of variability wïthin single frustules as well as between fnistules in a 

single population. 

Even at the critical size at which cels must elongate to presefve their 

surface area to volume ratio, many calls, even with the change in mantle depth, 

experience signiflcant stnictural changes on the valve surface, for example 



smaller œfls of some specks change h m  conœntricalfy undulaoing to almost 

flat. 

Mantle stnitted procees p~iymo~hirm also occuned more frequently as 

the cells decrease in size but this varied mnsiderably behnieen populations 

becoming more prevalent in some (i.e Fat Lake, Chapter 2) than in others. 

More research on the morphological changes under laboratory conditions 

is needed in order to identify growth phase, genetic and non-genetic wmponents 

of morphologicai variation. Further investigation of donal rnaterial for comparison 

with natural populations and type material of species is necessary. Some 

katures. thought to be usable as stable taxonomie bols, change during the Iife 

cycle and growth phases; they may still be useful as charaders for comparison if 

the source of variability is understaod. As we continue to discover how these 

feahires respond in mlatbn to ceII sire and varying conditions, pracücal bene- 

of such research will more acarrately define taxa within species complexes. 

making them more usefi~l in limnology, paleaecological interpretation as well as 

phylogenetic analysis. 

Implications and Application 

The geographical range (40' N latitude to 88.N labitude) for the C. 

bodanica/mdiosa cornplex has been documented for North American lakes and 

a summary of ranges of mean ecological tokrances is given in Table 5 -1. 
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The findings of this Mudy lima the use of C. bodanicB/jBdii;osa in water 

quality and palaalimnological studies as we can not use the traditional taxonomic 

charaders to separate this complex into the previously describeci species and 

varietics and therefore can only use the aut08coIogical data for the complex as a 

whole. As a complex certain stages of aie Ii cyde (Le. incmased numbers of 

small cells. la& of sue regenedon, high numbers of initial cells etc) may have 

indicator potential but more research is reguired before this can be implemented 

as a research tool. 



Table 51 .  Ranges of mean ch«nical and physical parameten in the study lakes from 
which specimens of C. bodanica/mdiosa cornplex were identified. 

Latitude 
max 
PH 
ConducMy 
Max temp. 
Ca 
Mg 
Na 
CI 
SrSi 
$04 
TDN 
TOP 
SUSN 
Chla 



Micrographs( light micrographs (LM) and scanning elecûon micrographs (SEM) 
of specimens of the Cyclotella bodanical radiosa cornplex referred to throughtout 

the manuscript. 



Figure 1. LigM micrographs of C. bodanÎcdidiosa from the natural population 
in Fox Lake. 

a. C. bodanicMadbsa cells under ice showing the large dark colored 
cells sunounded by a large gelatious matrix. The smaller lighter 
cells did not have the gel surounding the d l s .  ) 

b. LM micrographs of an empty valve showing 4 central fultoportulae 
(CSP). 

c. LM of girdle view of a cell in resting stage. 38mm = 50.4 purn 
d. LM micrograph of a specimen with 5 CSP. 





Figure 2. Light micrographs of C. bodanicdimdiosa specimens from the 
auxospore forming stage of O1 3WB clone. 

An initial ceIl (46.2 pm) and a parent vegetative cell(18.2 pm) 
A vegetative cell(37.8 pm) 
A developing zygote (auxospore) with fiuted edges on one side 
(44.8 ctm) 
An expanded auxospore that is stam'ng to develop siliceous 
features but is still somewhat wrinkled (47.6 pm) 
Empty parüally silicified underdeveloped auxospore (35 pm x 21 
ccm) 
A fully developed initial cell starb'ng to shed the auxospore organic 
envefope (49 pm) 
An initial cell just free of auxospore envelope (44.8 pm) 
A empty auxospore with partially developed valve structure (42 pm) 





Figure 3. LigM micrographs of various specimens of C. bodanicdmdiosa from 
0 1  3WB clones (isolate from West Blue Lake, Manitoba) 

a. Vegetative cell forming male garnetes (23.8 pm). 
b. A male gametangium (23.8 pm). 
c. A male gametangium splitüng to release gametes (40 l m  x 23.8 

d. Vegetative cells from the RWC clone growing rapidly and produchg 
a short chain (22.4pm). 





Figure 4. Scanning eledron micmgraphs of C. bodanciaîibdiosa ftom natural 
populations in Lake Superior fall of 1991. 

a. Extemal vaive view of specimen showing wide heavily silicified 
central area, 2 rimoportulae (arrows), marginal fultoportulae with 1 - 
2 costae between. August 20,1991. Bar = 2 prn 

b. Girdle view showing both valves somewhat occluded with tiny plugs 
still in the marginal fultoportulae. Sept 12. 1991. Bar = 2 prn 

c. A valve face view of a heavily silicified valve with a high degree of 
nodulation. Bar = 2 pm 

d. A close-up of a finely stnictured exterior view that is not ocduded. 
Costae are barely visible but fultoportulae are very clear. Bar = 1 
Pm 

e. A micrograph of an initial cell and the vegetative parent cell from 
the September 12, l99l  population. Bar = 5 pm 

f. A close-up of the fine structure of the initial dl. The pores are not 
occluded but very fine wmpared to the older parent cells in the 
previous photo. Bar = 1 pm 





Figure 5. Scanning electron micrographs of C. bodanica/mdiosa specimens 
from Alder Lake, Yellowstone National Park, WY. core and fram Amisk Lake, 
Alberta natural population. 

A micrograph of partial view of the valve face of and AmQk Lake 
specimen showhg structure of the central zone, costae pattern, 
rimoportulae and marginal fukoportulae. Bar = 2 pm 
A close-up of the interior view of an Arnisk Lake specimen showing 
the structure of the central fultoportulae, areolae, a rimoportula, 
and marginal fukopomilae. Bar = 1 pm 
A partial valve face view of a specimen from Alder Lake showing 
œntral areolar structure, 2 rimoportulae and marginal fultoportulae 
spacing. Bar = 4 prn 
An intemal view of a Mole valve of an Amisk Lake specimen 
showing the ring like position of the central fultoportulae, 2 opposite 
rimoportulae and regular spacing of the marginal fultoportulae with 
1-2 costae beîween. Bar = 5 pm 
An extemal view of an Alder Lake specimen with a convex central 
area. Bar = 4 pm 
An interior valve view of a slightiy broken Alder Lake specimen with 
2 opposite rimoportulae. Bar = 4 pm 





Figure 6. Micrographs of specimens of C. bodanica/mdiosa complex in West 
Blue and East Blue Lakes cultures (013WB. 008EB) 

a. Extemal view of O1 3WB specimen in RWC' media. Bar = 2 Pm 
b. lntemal view of 013WB sWmen in RWC' media. Bar = 2 pm 
c. Extemal view of 013WB specirnen in WBWC' media. Bar = 2 pm 
d. lntemal view of 0 1  3WB specimen in WBWC' media. Bar = 2 pm 
e. Girdle view of East Blue specimen Sept. 23, 1989. Bar = 2 pm 
f. Close-up of the girdle of OO8EB specimen showing the mantle 

structure of both the epi and hypo v a b .  Number of areolae from 
the marginal fultoportulae range from 7-8. Bar = 2 pm. 

Note: RWC' media consist of % Red River water and H WC' media, WBWC' 
consists of % West Blue lake water and % WC' media. 





Figure 7. Micrographs of C. bodmica/mdiosa specimens from the auxospore 
production in 013WB clone in WBWC' media 

a. A crumpled auxospore mai no siliceous structures. Bar = 5 pm 
b. An awospore with siliceous structures; a partially developed 

hemisp herical valve and a fully developed hemisp herical 
vahre(bottom). Membrane is still partially covering cell. Bar = 5 pm 

c. Hemispherical valve (extemal view) with visible rimoportulae and 
fultoportulae (arrowed). Bar = 5 pm 

d. Intemal view of a hemispherical valve showing a very wide central 
zone, irregularly placed central fuitoportulae, 3 nmoportulae and 
marginal fultoportulae with 1-2 costae between. Bar = 5 pm 

e. A hemispherical cell together with the vegetative parent (concave 
centre) cell (lower right). Note: size difference and structure of the 
vegetative valve. Bar = 5 pm 

f. memal view of a vegetative parent cell (concave centre) showing 
structure of the central zone, 2 rirnoporhilae, and spacing of the 
marginal fultoporhilae. Bar = 5 pm 





Figure 8. Scanning elecbon micrographs of 013WB clone in WBWC' media 
and one cell from Toolik Clone. WBWC' = % West Blue Lake water and '/z WC' 
media. 

a. Extemal valve view of vegetative cell (convex centre). Bar = 5 pm 
b. Broken hemispherical cell covered by membrane showing only 1 

costa be-n the costae bearing fubporkilae. Bar = 5 pm 
c. lnterior view of parent vegetative cell. A smaller cell with 

rimoportulae at angles to each other. Bar = 5 pm 
d. Girâle view of an empty parent valve showing multiple girdle bands. 

These can be seen in photo (a.) as Ml. Bar = 5 pm 
e. A girdle view of complete cell showing epivalve, newly formed 

hypovaive. Note pores are more visible on the epivalve than on the 
new hypovalve. Bar = 5 pm 

f. Girdle view of a specirnen from the Toolik Lake clone showing 5 
pleurae compared to 3 in the 013WB clone. Bar = 5 prn 





Figure 9. Scanning electron micrographs demonstrating the variation in central 
area among specimens fiom Sydney Lake, northwestem Ontario and Toolik 
Lake, Alaska 

a. - g. Sydney Lake specimens of decreasing size showhg a central area 
that appears to decrease at a slower rate than the diameter of the 
valve. Rimoportulae number decrease quickly. Bar = 5 pm 

b. - h. Toolik Lake specimens of decreasing size showing a rapidly 
decreasing central area as diameter decreases. Rimoportulae 
decrease at a slower rate than in Sydney lake population. Valves 
are heterovalvate in fuitopomila pattern- Bar = 5 prn 





Figure 1 O. Scanning electron mictographs of C. bodmicdmdiosa from the 
natural population in Toolik Lake, Alaska. 

a. Extemal valve views of an initial cell and a hernispherical cell (still 
covered by the auxospore membrane). Bar = 5um. 

b. An initial cell (hypovaive) and the hemispherical cell (epivalve). 
Areolae are still somewhat occluded. Bar = 5um. 

c. To view of a hemispherical cell showing open central area with 
intercostal areolae sti11 ocduded. 4 rimoportulae marked with arrows. 
Note 1-2 costae between those bearing fultoporhilae. Bar = 5um. 

d. A very finely structured initial valve. Bar = 5um. 
e. Extemal valve view of parent cell showing small sparsely areolate 

central zone. Bar = 5um. 
f. lntemal vahre view of parent cell showing small central zone. 2 

rimoportulae and 1-2 costae between those bearing fuftoportulae. Bar 
= 5um. 





Figure 1 1. Valve structure of C. bodanica/mdiosa populations from Spring Lake, 
NVVT, Lake Nipigon, Ontario, and Hawk Lake, NWT 

lnterior valve view of Spring Lake specimen showing high number of 
costae between those bearhg fultoportulae( 4-1 0). Bar = 5 pm 
Exterior view of a Spring Lake valve showhg a very inegular areolate 
œntral area, fine punctate openings of the central fuitoportulae and 
prominent silica nodules. Bar = 5 pm 
lnterior view of a Lake Nipigon specimen showing a broader central 
zone. 3 rirnoportulae, and 2-3 costae b e w n  those bearing 
hiitoportulae. Bar = 5 pm 
Exterior valve view of Nipigon specimen showhg a broad central zone, 
fine regular areolar structure making difficult to distinguish areolae 
from fuftoportulae. Bar = 5 pm 
Interior view of a Hawk Lake specimen showing a rnid size œntral 
zone, irregularly posiüoned nmoportulae (upper one is very near the 
marginal costae) and 2-3 costae between those bearing fultoporhilae. 
Bar = 5 pm 
Exterior valve view of a Hawk Lake specimen showing a mid size 
slightly raised moderately silicified œntral zone, large regular shaped 
areolae and fine punctate central hiltoportulae and a well defined 
costae structure with 1 rimoportuh is visible. Bar = 5 pm 





Figure 12. Mo~hology of specimens of C. bodanci&/mdiosa from central arctic 
lakes; Hazen Lake on Ellesmere Island (most noraierly Canadian lake), NWT, 
Char Lake on Cornwallis Island (93"N). NVVT, Hawk Lake and Spring Lake 45 
miles norai of Chesterfield Inlet, NWT 

a. Interior view of 2 Hawk Lake specimens of varying size. Bar = 10 pum 
b. lnterior view of Hazen Lake specimen showing high degree of 

similarity to the Hawk Lake specimens. Bar = 5 pm 
c. A small Char Lake specimen showhg a flatteneci central areas with a 

few nodules indicating a medium degree of silicification. The deep 
mantle accompanies smaller diarneter specimens but the number of 
pundae from the mantle fultoportula changes very little (7-8). Bar = 1 
Pm 

d. lnterior view of a small Char Lake valve. Bar = 5 p m  
e. Exterior view of a SpMg Lake valve showing small imgularly areolate 

highly silicified central zone with numerous silica nodules. Bar = 1 pm 
f. An interior view of a Spring Lake valve showing small central zone and 

the low density of hikoportula bearing costae with a high number of 
costae between them. Bar = 1 prn 





Figure 1 3. Scanning electron micrographs of ancient C. bodanicalradiosa 
specimens from the Tula Lake con, California. 

a. Memal vaive view of a specimen with a strongly silicified central zone 
at 125 meter level in the core. Bar = 5 pm 

b. lnterior valve view of a specimen from 125 meters dom core showing 
1-2 costae between those bearing fubportulae and 3 rimoporhilae. 
Bar = 5 pm 

c. An interior view of a specimen from 49.36 meters down core showing 
a similar structure to (b.). Bar = 5 pm 

d. An interior view of a srnall specimen from 125 meters down core that is 
slightly eroded showing 2 rimoporhilae but otherwise similar structure 
to (b. c.). Bar = 5 pm 

e. An interior view of a small specimen from 4.7 meters down core 
showing 1 rimoportula near the margin and a higher number of costae 
between those bearing fultoportulae (2-3). Bar = 1 pm 

f. An exterior view of a small specimen fiom 4.7 meters down core 
showing the general vaive appearance. Bar = 5 pm 





Figure 14. Scanning eîectron micrographs of extemal and mantle views of C. 
bodanica/mdiosa specimens from various lakes 

a. Green Lake with density of areolae 6-7 between mantle fuîtoportula 
(MW) and the margin, 2 costa between those bearing fultoportulae. 
Bar = 2 ~ r n  

b. Lake 140 specimen mai an areolae number of 6-7 ftom the MSP to 
the margin and 1-2 costa between those bearing fultoporhrlae. Bar = 1 
Pm 

c. Spring Lake specimen with and areolae number of 7-8 from the MSP 
to the margin and >4 costae between those bearing fultoportulae. Bar 
= 2 p m  

d. A large BCl6 specimen in girdle view fiatten marginal area with 
areolae number of 6 from the MSP to the margin. Bar = 2 pm 

e. 013WB girdle view with 2 convex valves showing the girdle area with 
the dits along the band near the valve margin. Bar = 2 pm 

f. Enlargecl view of an East Blue Lake girdle area showing the band, 
MSP and a nurnber of 5-6 areolae to the valve margin. Bar = 1 gm 





Figure 15. Scanning elecbon rnicrographs dernonstrating the variability and 
abnormalities of the œntral area of select speQnens and enlargements of cribra 
covered areolae, œntral fultoporhilae and marginal fultoporhilae 

A Fox Lake specirnen with al1 the œntral fultoportulae outside the 
centrai region. Bar = 5 pm 
A specimen from Lake Nipigon showing a broad central zone, with an 
extraordinarily high number of œntral fuftoportulae with only two strutts 
and the rimoportula very near the margin. Bar = 2 pm 
A Hazen Lake specimen with one wdl fomed central area and 
another starting (arrow). The upper rimoportula is positioned very near 
the centre Mile the lower rimoportula is in a normal position. Bar = 2 
Pm 
A Newfoundland lake specimen showing an eccentric central zone with 
costae very close in the upper I O  o'clock position and nomially spaced 
in the 5 and 6 o'clock position. Bar = 2 prn 
An enlargement of the cribra covered areolae and 3 strutted 
futtoportulae in a lake 382 specirnen showhg cribra (size 289-394 nm) 
with flattenedlconcave punctate centres surrounded by a ring of tiny 
pores. Bar= 1 Pm 
An enlargement of the cribra and œntral fultoporhrlae in a Green Lake 
specimen showhg cribra (sue 212-288 nm) with a convex, punchte 
œntral area surrounded by a ring of pores. Bar = 1 pm 
An enlargement of the interior margin of a Kluane Lake specimen 
showing very shallow marginal futtoportulae. Bar = 2 pm 
A marginal view of prominent marginal fuitoportulae of a Green Lake 
specimen. Bar = 1 pm 
An enlargement of the margin of a Newfoundland specimen showing 
prominent marginal fultoportulae similar to the previous specimen. Bar 
= l p m  





Figure 16. Scanning electron micrographs of specimens of C. bOdanica/raediosa 
from Newfoundland, temperate Shield, and Central Arcüc 

a. A Newfoundland Lake specimen, extemal view showing a finely 
punctate convex central region. Bar = 2 pin 

b. A Newfoundland Lake specimen interior of concave central area with 3 
rimoportulae. Bar = 2 prn 

c. An extemal view of a Hawk Lake specimen showing a coarsely 
punctate convex centre and 2 rimoporhilae. Bar = 2 ,un 

d. A tilted view of the interior of a Hawk Lake specimen with a concave 
centre and 2 rimoportulae. Bar = 2 pm 

e. An extemal view of a Sydney Lake specimen showing a slightly 
concave finely punctate centre with 2 irregularly placed rimoportulae 
(arrows). Bar = 2 pm 

f. An interior view of a Sydney Lake specimen with a central area typical 
for a small specimen showing 1 rimoportula near the margin. Bar = 2 





Figure W. Scanning electron micrographs demonsûaüng the variability of 
specirnens of C. bodanica/radiosa fiom Fox Lake. Yukon Territory 

A very large (74.8 pm) immediate post-initial cell spedmen showing a 
wide central region, central fubporhilar just outside the central 
areolae, 5 rimoportulae and 0-1 costa between the costae bearing 
fultoportulae (examples of O costa arrowed). Bar = 2 l m  
A large specimen showing a decreased centre with the ring of central 
fultoporhilae very close to or in the central region, 4 rimoportulae, and 
still0-1 costa between the costae bearing hiltopoitulae (examples of O 
costa arrowed). Bar = 2 pm 
A smaller specimen showing a small convex central area. cleariy 
visible marginal fultoportulae with primarily 2 costae between the 
costae bearing marginal fuftoporhilae. A single firnoportula is marked . 
Others appear ocduded and difficult to disœm. Bar = 4 pm 
lntemal valve view of smaller specimen showing 3 regularfy spaced 
rimoportulae. Specimen has eroded mantle fuitoportulae. Bar = 4 pm 
lntemal view of a smaller specimen showhg only 1 rimoportula very 
near the margin and 2-3 costae between the cosbe bearing 
fultoporhilae. Mantle fultoportulae (examples arrowed) appear more 
prominent than in the larger specimens. Bar = 2 pm 
An eroded very large immediate post-initial cell showing branching 
pattern and 5 prominent rimoporhilae. A central annulus is visible in 
the broad central zone (arrow). Bar = 10 pm 





Figure 1 8. Specimens from Central ArcWSubardic lakes (SprÏng, N W ,  
Reindeer, Saskatchewan) 

Extemal view of Spring Lake specimen showing valve face pattern. 
One rimoportula arrowed. Bar = 2 pm 
Intemal view of Spring Lake specimen showing a high number of 
costae (small blunt arrows) between the thicker costae bearing a 
mantle futtoporhila (large blunt anow) and two evenly spaced 
rimoportulae (üny a m ) .  Bar = 2 pm 
A tikes Spring Lake specimen showing slight concave central area and 
high degree of surface granulation. Bar = 2 pm 
Interior view of a small Spring Lake specimen. Note the increased 
number of costae between those bearing fultoportulae and 2 
rimoportulae irregulariy spaced (arrow). Bar = 2 pm 
Exterior view of a specimen from Reindeer Lake showing structure of 
the valve face. Much smoother nodules on the surface. Bar = 2 pm 
Interior view of a Reindeer Lake specimen showing a small centre, 2 
rÎmoportulae and 2 4  costae between the costae bearing a fultoportula. 
Bar = 2 pm 





Figure 19. Scanning elecbon micmgraphs of specimens of C. bodanica4mdiosa 
complex from Western Canadian Mountains (BC43, BC16, British Columbia and 
Kluane Lake, Yukon Territory). 

A BC43 specirnen showing the saudure of the extemal concave valve 
face with 2 rimoportulae. Bar = 2 pm 
A view of the intemal structure of a BC43 vahre. Bar = 5 pm 
An extemal view of a con- valve face of a large BC16 specimen 
showïng medium silica granulation and a prominent central annulus. 
This population contained initial celk. Bar = 5 pm 
An interior view of a smaller BCl6 specimen showing s small central 
annulus, 1 rirnoporhila and 1-2 costae between the costae bearing a 
fiiltoporhila. Bar = 5 pm 
Extemal view of the valve face of a Kluane Lake specimen showing a 
similar structure to the BC16 specimen. Bar = 5 pm 
The structure of the interior of a Kluane Lake valve with 3 
rimoportulae. Bar = 5 pm 





Figure 20. Scanning electron micrographs demonstrating the variability in 
specimens of C. bodanica liadiosa cornplex from Lake Nipigon and Green Lake, 
Ontario 

a. Extemal view of a specimen from Lake Nipigon showing broad central 
area and some degree of silica granulation. Bar = 5 Pm 

b. lntemal view of a Lake Nipigon specimen showing the structure of the 
centre, position of 1 rimoportula and the spacing of the marginal 
costae. Bar = 2 pm 

c. An extemal valve face view of a Lake Nipigon specimen with 2 
rimoportulae visible, no granulation and a broad central area. Bar = 2 
Pm 

d. A Lake Nipigon valve showing the intemal structure. Bar = 2 pm 
e. An extemal view of a Green Lake valve showing a similar structure to 

(c.) with very little granulation. Bar = 2 pm 
f. An interior view of a Green Lake valve wiUi 2 rimoportulae showing the 

sûucture of the centre and the marginal area with 1-2 thin costae 
between the costae bearing a filtoportula. Bar = 2 pm 





Figure 21. Scanning electron micmgraphs demonstrating the variability in 
specimens of C. bodanicdradiosa complex from central Canadian Shield lakes 
<90 hectares 

An interior view of a small Green Lake vaive showing a flatter central 
area wiai few central fultoporhilae, wider spacing of the marginal 
costae with an increased number of costae between those with a 
fiiltoportula and a single rimoportula near the margin. Bar = 1 prn 
A valve from a specimen fmm done 524 which was isolated from Lake 
Nipigon. This shows an abnomial valve with two well formed centres, 
a rimoportula between the two centres (arow) and one very near a 
marginal costa. The costal spacing ranges from 1-3 betuueen the 
costae with a fultoportula which is in the normal range for specimens in 
aiis sue range from this clone and h m  Lake Nipigon. Bar = 2 pm 
An extemal valve view of a lake 382 specimen showing a very smooth 
finely punctate valve face with 2 rimoporhrlae visible. Bar = 2 prn 
An intemal valve view of a specimen from lake 382 showing the typical 
interior structure with 2 nmoportulae, and a costa spacing of 1 
sometimes 2 wstae beiween oostae beanng a futtoportula. Bar = 2 
m 
An extemal view of a lake 149 specimen showing a slighüy reticulate 
raised central pattern with fine punctate areolae, 2 rimoportulae at an 
angle to each other (arow), visible marginal fultoportulae (small 
arrows) with I d  costae between them. Bar = 2 prn 
A tilted interior view of a valve from a lake 149 specimen showing a 
radial œntral pattern (C. mdiosa like). 2 rimoportulae (arrom) very 
near the marginal costae and 1-2 costae between those bearing 
fuko~ortulae. Bar = 1 ~ r n  





Figure 22. Scanning electron micrographs demonsûating the variability in 
specimens of C. bodanicahadka h m  European lakes such as eubaphic 
Teglersee, Germany (near Berlin). Snogerholm, south Sweden and alpine 
Grundlesee, Austria 

a. An extemal view of the vahre face of a Teglersee specimen showing a 
wide smooth medium areolate central zone, 2 nmoportulae very near 
the margin (arrows) and a costal spacing of 2-3 costae be-n those 
with a fultoportula (tiny arrows). Bar = 2 pm 

b. An intemal view of a Teglersee specimen a central area with radially 
arranged areolae and fultoportulae, 3 rimoporhilae almost on in the 
margin ( a m )  and costal spacing as in (a.). Bar = 2 pm 

c. An extemal view of a valve fiom a Snogerholm specimen showing a 
slightly smaller central zone but with the same radial pattern as in (a), 
1 rimoportula (arrow) in the typical position between the central zone 
and the margin and a costa spacing of 23 between costae with a 
fultoportula (tiny a m ) .  Bar = 1 pm 

d. An interior view of a valve from a Snogerholm specimen showing the 
typical intemal structure, wide central area, 2 typically positioned 
rimoportulae and a 2-3 costa spacing. Bar = 2 pm 

e. An exterior view of a valve h m  a Grundlesee specimen showing a 
small finely pundate concave central am,  2 rimoportulae with very 
large extemal openings (arrows), a sloping marg in (similar to BC 
specimens) to the mantle edge 1-2 costae between the costae bearing 
fultoportulae (tiny arrows). Bar = 2 pm 

f. An intemal vkw of a Grundîesee vaive showing the arrangement of the 
central hibportulae and areolae in the concave centre, 3 well spaced 
rimoportulae and a costa spating of 1-3 between those bearing 
fultoportulae. Marking in the photo indicate the features counted and 
measured. Bar = 5 pm 





Figure 23. Scanning electron micrographs of sw mens of C. bodanica/iidiosa 
cornplex hom the highly heterovalvate population of Far Lake, NWT 

a. & b. Extemal valve views of specimens showing the granulate structure 
of the valve face from a specimen with either a concave (a) and 
convex (b) centre. The central annulus is more apparent in (b) 
with the convex centre. Bar = 2 pm 

c. 8 d. Interior vahre view of specimens showing the large variation in 
both the central area and the marginal costa spacing varying from 
1 in (d) to mainly 3 in (c). Bar = 2 pm 

e. A tilted spedmen showing 4 irregularly placed nrnoportulae and the 
costa spacing from on exîerior with 2-3 costae between the costae 
bearing fultoportulae (üny anows). Bar = 2 prn 

f. An enlargement of the girdk area of a specimen showhg the marginal 
fultoportulae (arrows), the number of areolae from the margin to a 
fultoporkila (8-10). a row of pores along the mantfe edge and the 
general stnicture of the girdle bands. Bar = 2 pm 





Cyclotella bodankzhdbsa raw morphametric data. Abbreviab'ons are as fdlows: 

PLTCD= plot code, V I N =  internai vahm view (1) or extemal vahm view (O), C o k  

collator number. OTU= identification number for the SEM micrograph measund. DIA= 

Diameter (pm), WCENLAM=Width of central lamina (pm), WMRGiAM= widoi of 

marginal lamina (um), WCENTR= Wdth of the central area (pm), NCSP3= Number of 

œntral fultoportulae with 3 satellite pores, NCSPZ= Number of central fultoportulae with 

2 satellite pores, NCAft= Number of central emlae, NBIGHL= Number of big hoies 

(outside view), NSMLHb Numôer of small hoks (outside view), NALLHL= Total 

nurnber of hoies in the central area. NRlB12= Number 05 ribs (costae) a IR the cell 

diameter, NRlB34= Number of ribs at 314 of the cell diameter, NRIBMRG= Number of 

ribs at the margin, NMSP= Number of manüe fultoporhilae (strutted processes), NLP= 

Number of labiate processes (rimoportulae), XDISTLP= Mean distance of the labiate 

process from the margin, XNARMSP= mean number of aredae ftom the rnargïn to the 

mantle strutted process, DENAR= ûensity of aredae on the valve face between the 

margin and the central ama. 
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